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A window into the Russian gold market – Alchemist issue 54 focuses on both the production and the investment

side of the Russian bullion market, with articles from Andrey Pikanovskiy of Polyus Gold Mining Company (page 3)
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The Russian Bullion Market:

Bursting Through the Asphalt
By Andrey Pikanovskiy, Head of Treasury and Sales, Polyus Gold Mining Company

In Russia, the circulation of

precious metals has been

historically regulated on the basis

of selective authorisation, in

which a transaction is deemed to

be prohibited unless expressly

allowed.  With the introduction of

liberalisation, bullion trading has

evolved and Russia has become an

integral part of the global bullion

market.  However, numerous

restrictions still hamper the

development of market

infrastructure.

History and Regulation

The foundations of the modern Russian
bullion market were laid down in 1993-1994,
just after the formation of a two-level banking
system consisting of the Central Bank of
Russia and numerous commercial banks, both
state-owned and private.  In 1993, the Central
Bank granted several commercial banks special
permission for bullion transactions.

By decree No. 756 dated 30 June 1994,
the Federal Government outlined basic
principles of circulation of gold and silver in
the form of bars, raw materials, scrap, half-
finished and finished products (with a minor
exception of jewellery items).  Along with
foreign currency, precious metals formed at
that time the special group of assets
(legislatively defined as “the currency values”)
and their circulation was regulated very
strictly according to the basic principle of
“transaction prohibited, unless expressly
allowed”.  Later on, a number of liberalisations
were introduced: Federal Law No. 41-FZ, “On
precious metals and precious stones”, was
adopted on 26 March 1998.  The currency

exchange control was substantially eased and
precious metals were removed from the
“currency values” category.  The state
monopoly of the export of fine gold and silver
was abandoned in 1997 and the same has been
done recently with regard to the platinum
group metals.

Nonetheless, regulation of the Russian
bullion market remains rather strict and
convoluted:
l All market participants (who must be
Russian residents) are categorised into several
groups such as producers (mining, scrap
collecting and processing companies), refiners,
banks, industrial consumers (end users) and
investors.  The permitted types of transactions
between members of various groups are
specified – e.g. investors and industrial
consumers can buy and sell fine gold and
silver bars only from and to banks (or through
them, on a commission basis).  Along with the
Federal Government, commercial banks enjoy
the exclusive right of direct dealing with the
Central Bank.
l Raw materials (both mined and extracted
from scrap) must be delivered by producers
only to specially authorised refiners, which
process their metal into bars.  Refiners
provide their services as contractors;
therefore, the owner of the raw material
retains his title to the fine metal.  
l The specially authorised federal body
(Gokhran of Russia under the Ministry of
Finance), as well as regional authorities with
similar functions, enjoy the right of first
refusal on all refined precious metals sold by
producers.  On the other hand, this right is
subject to the buyer’s obligation to conclude
the contract in good time and to provide the
producer with partial advance payment.  Until
recently, Gokhran refrained from making
advance payments in view of complex and
unclear security requirements and restrictions
on the use of funds set forth by the
Government and the Ministry of Finance; so it
was not so easy to implement the right of first
refusal in practice.
l Some tax exemptions have been
introduced in order to facilitate circulation of
precious metals as financial assets – sale
thereof from producers to banks and to
Gokhran of Russia is taxed at 0% VAT rate.
Interbank transactions are not subject to VAT.
Neither are sales of precious metals from

banks to investors (provided that the bank
retains physical control over the metal sold).
Sale of certain types of bullion coins is also
tax-exempt.  However, the first attempt to
reproduce “the black box” model of the
London bullion market has not been
completely successful; several revisions to the
Tax Code have had to be adopted during the
last 10 years in order to clarify various
uncertainties.
l Refined gold and silver may be exported
by the Central Bank, commercial banks,
producers and other entities.  Banks may act
both on a proprietary and commission basis
and are entitled to “general” (i.e. not linked to
particular contract) export licences, while
other exporters may sell their own metal only
and a separate licence is required for every
contract.  No export duties are in place now,
while imports are taxed at 20%.
l The official Gold Reserve of the Russian
Federation is formed of fine (monetary) gold
in bars and consists of two parts: one is held
by the Central Bank and the other by the
Ministry of Finance (as part of the State
Reserve of precious metals and precious
stones).  The Central Bank makes decisions on
the use of its part of the gold according to
procedures agreed with the Federal
Government.  The Government also adopts
the annual plans on use of gold for the
Ministry of Finance.
l Various forms of control and licensing are
conducted by numerous authorities.  The
Central Bank regulates banking transactions,
capital adequacy, liquidity and accounting.  The
Ministry of Finance and its subordinated
bodies manage the State Reserve of precious
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Figure 1

Top: the Sower (10 roubles, fineness 900, fine

gold content 7.742g).

Bottom: the St George (50 roubles, fineness

999, fine gold content 7.780g).



metals and precious stones, provide federal
assay supervision and develop and enforce
regulations for safe-keeping, transfer,
acceptance and inventory of precious metals.
The Ministry of Industry and Trade is in
charge of export licensing and the Federal
Agency for Financial Monitoring requires
exhaustive reporting as part of its anti-money-
laundering functions, etc.

It should be noted that the slightest failure
to comply with the rules can result in very
serious punishment – administrative penalties,
confiscation of precious metals and funds
received, and even imprisonment.  If the
amount of an illegal transaction exceeds 250
thousand roubles (which is the equivalent of
less than 10 troy ounces of gold at the current
price), the violation is qualified as “material”,
resulting in the imprisonment of the guilty
parties for up to seven years.

Trading and Settlement
As in London, bullion transactions in Russia
are usually made on an over-the-counter basis.
Six or seven prime-rated commercial banks
deal regularly as professional traders and form
the core of the market.  Their client base is
made up of smaller banks, producers,
industrial consumers and investors.  Service
functions are performed by refiners and
carriers of valuable cargo.  The market
participants are not associated into any kind of
self-regulated organisation, neither has a
standard form of documentation been
adopted, and no obligatory market-making is
practised.  The most common and outstanding
problems (related to regulation, tax issues,
etc.) are usually discussed on a case-by-case
basis between members of a special committee
of the Association of Russian Banks.

The Russian State standard specifications
for gold and silver bars are similar to the
London Good Delivery specifications and
require an even higher fineness of metal – at
least 999.5 for gold (with 999.9 forming the
major part of gold actually produced) and
999.8 for silver.  Smaller bars of weight from
one to 1,000 grams are also available;
however, the cost of their production charged

by domestic refiners
is much higher than
the tariffs of major
foreign refiners, so
they are traded
usually at a
considerable
premium.  Eight
Russian refiners are
listed by the LBMA
as acceptable Good
Delivery refiners for
gold, and seven for
silver.

Physical metal is
traded mostly
between producers,
banks and industrial
consumers.  Investors
use unallocated
bullion accounts with
banks and also
purchase bars and coins for hoarding
purposes.  Banks usually pick up bars sold by
producers directly from the refiner’s
warehouse.  Interbank physical transactions are
commonly settled through banks’ own vaults
or, alternatively, through the vault of a carrier.  

There is no established clearing system for
paper gold transactions: core banks may clear
deals between the unallocated bullion accounts
of their own clients but usually do not use
loco Moscow accounts for clearing with other
banks.  This undeveloped settlement structure
can be explained by the tax risks (some VAT
issues are outstanding) and, probably, by a lack
of serious demand for its further
development.  A bank’s bullion liquidity is
rather easily managed by means of physical
transactions; its open positions arising from
trades with domestic counterparties are
usually balanced by loco London deals with
major international bullion banks, and clients
usually prefer to deal with the bank keeping
their bullion accounts and do not require
transfers to other banks.

Non-deliverable (cash-settled) gold and
silver futures and options are traded on the
RTS Exchange, but the volumes of trade are

rather small.
For example, in
the first quarter
of 2009, the
most actively
traded June gold
contract
averaged 311
trades per day,
with a mean
daily volume of
206 million
roubles and
6,404 contracts
(the size of a
contract is one

troy ounce).  For the same period, average
daily open interest was 18,730 contracts or

709 million roubles.1

Pricing

In his trading practice, the author has many
times been approached by foreigners hoping
to purchase gold or silver in Russia at a
considerable discount.  There seems to be an
erroneous belief among the market
community that, as the country is one of the
world’s top producers, metals here should be
cheaper than elsewhere.  It is perhaps timely
to disabuse the Russian market’s trading
partners of this notion: the Russian Federation
became part of the global bullion market more
than 10 years ago; therefore, differences in
price (or, in other words, location swaps)
between Moscow and London, Zurich or
other centres are limited by transportation
expenses, cost of funding and other similar
factors, which usually do not result in
substantial differentials.

As a rule, in Russia, the price of a metal is
determined on the basis of the London spot
market or fixing price.  In wholesale trading,
quotations are made in terms of a premium or
discount to London (expressed as a percentage
or, alternatively, in cents per troy ounce).  For
example, a lot of 10-20 thousand ounces of
gold in standard Good Delivery bars sold ex-
works refinery located somewhere in Siberia
would probably be quoted at a discount of
about 20 US cents per ounce; in Moscow, the
same lot may be quoted flat or even at some
premium.  Payments between residents can be
made in roubles only, so the final price is
calculated through the prevailing market
exchange rate.  The weighted average rate of
the Moscow Interbank Currency Exchange for
trades valued “today” or “tomorrow” is usually
taken as a benchmark.

It may be interesting to look at the
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Figure 4: Balances of unallocated accounts with leading 
Russian bullion banks (resident clients, excluding banks). 

Figure 2: Gold in International Reserves of 
the Russian Federation

Figure 3: Gold Demand
(Union of Gold Producers, expert evaluation)
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evolution of location swap differentials for
gold and to consider the major driving forces
that determine them:
l In 1993-1996, weak industrial and
investment demand, combined with still
relatively stable mining supply, over-
regulation, export restrictions and the
reluctance of the official sector to increase
gold reserves, created a substantial surplus of
metal on the domestic market, which resulted
in discounts of several percent compared to
the London market price.  
l In 1997, the Central Bank started regular
purchases of gold and silver from commercial
banks, setting its bid at 2% discount, which
formed a new benchmark.
l In 1997-1998, with the abolition of state
export monopoly, the local prices were
governed mostly by export costs and the
discount fell rather quickly to 1.0-0.8%.
l In 1999, an export duty of 5% was
introduced by the Government, which
resulted at first in an increase in the discount
(approximately up to 6-7%).  In time,
however, increased demand from domestic
industry (mainly for jewellery), as well as
opportunities arising from the regime of duty-
free trade with CIS countries, lowered the
discount again to less than 3%.
l In 2002, the export duty for gold was
removed, and with the continuous rise of the
global gold price, easier export regulation and
stronger domestic industrial and investment
demand, the location swap gradually settled at
its present level.

Structure of Demand
Thin (and sometimes negative) margins
between the prices of the international and
Russian bullion markets resulted from a
significant increase in domestic demand during
the last few years (Figures 2 & 3).  This was
based on rising industrial consumption,
purchases by the Central Bank and also
individual investment activity (buying bars and
coins for hoarding).  

According to the expert evaluation of the
Union of Gold Producers, compared to 2006,
domestic industrial consumption of gold rose
more than 50% and reached 56 tonnes of fine

metal in 2008.  For the same period, official
gold reserves rose 35% (up to 522 tonnes as
of the end of 2008).

Some idea of individual investment activity
may be taken from reports of Sberbank of
Russia (the Savings Bank of the Russian
Federation, wholly owned by the state, which
has the largest retail network covering all the
country’s territory).  At the beginning of
2008, the bank announced it had more than
130,000 unallocated bullion accounts – their
total balance being equivalent to more than 20
tonnes of gold.  As of 1 December 2008, the
bank held 280,000 accounts with a total
balance of 51.8 tonnes in gold equivalent; by
the end of first quarter of 2009, these figures
had risen to 334,000 accounts and 54 tonnes
in gold equivalent.  The bank’s total sales of
gold bars to individuals for 10 months of 2008
reached six tonnes, which was three times
greater than for the whole year 2007.  The
major share of investment demand is held by
gold (70% of total sales), while other metals
are less popular: silver takes 17%, platinum
9% and palladium 4% (figure 4).

It should be noted that, under the current
regulation, assets kept in an unallocated
bullion account are even less protected than
common (“monetary”) bank deposits, because
bullion accounts are not covered by the state
deposit insurance programme.  In view of this,
the scale of individual investments made
through unallocated bullion accounts becomes
even more impressive.

Bullion coins are very popular too – a
replica of the old-time Soviet Chervonets (the
“Sower”, figure 1 on page 3) was returned to
circulation by the Central Bank in 2001 at a
10-rouble face value.  The entire issue of
6,565,000 coins (produced between 1975 and
1982) completely sold out a couple of years
ago.  With 7.742g of fine gold in every coin,
that makes 50.8 tonnes of gold bought mainly
by individuals.  The current investment coin,
the 50-rouble golden St. George, is also in real
demand at the moment.  With such an
increase in domestic demand, gold export
naturally declined sharply: from 94 tonnes in
2006 to approximately 17-20 tonnes in 2008.

Market Perspectives
For 2009, however, the outlook is still in
question.  The recent spike in demand has
been based mostly on the effects of general
economic growth (in the first half of 2008)
and the massive run on savings with the
devaluation of the rouble (in the second half of
2008 and beginning of 2009).  The sharp fall
in disposable income and the substantial2

increase in the rouble-denominated gold price
undermined both industrial and investment
demand.  In view of this, a decrease in
domestic consumption of gold and some
increase in exports of gold should be expected
for 2009.  The Russian Assay House just
published their Q1 report on jewellery
consumption: gold fell to 10.3 tonnes (down
44.6% on Q1 2008) and silver rose to 56
tonnes (+54.7%).  The situation will also
depend very much on the official sector, which
it is hoped will remain an active buyer.
Following the Central Bank, the Government
declared its intention to increase purchases of
gold through Gokhran of Russia and even to
provide producers with partial advance
payments in order to replace collapsed
financing from commercial banks.  

Nevertheless, there is no doubt that due to
its integrity with the international bullion
market, the market of Russia will provide the
required liquidity and service to all its
participants and, particularly, to gold
producers, hopefully allowing them to benefit
from increased global demand for their
product. n

1 Source: RTS Exchange,

www.rts.ru/ru/forts/commodity/
2 About 30% from average for Q1 2009 to average for

Q4 2008.
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Thanks to our clients UBS has again been ranked No. 1 for precious metals in the Risk Magazine annual survey: 
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      *non physical only

The global partnership 
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Mining Investment Climate in the CIS
By Mikhail Leskov, Roman Schetinsky and Anna Kryuchkova, NBL Gold

The next stage of gold mining

consolidation in CIS countries will

likely take the form of alliances

with foreign companies that are

favourable for both parties –

foreign stakeholders will get

access to reserves and local

companies will gain in experience.

Given the wealth of professional

and mineral resources, long

mining history and future mine

lives within CIS countries, the

former Soviet Union has the

potential to become a new world

centre for the financing of gold

mining.  However, overcoming the

legacy of the Soviet regulatory

system will take time.

History
Commercial gold mining has always been an
important activity in the area known as the
former Soviet Union.  Although there are
numerous examples of historical precious
metals mining within this vast land, it was only
about 300 years ago that mining began to
develop and concentrate in those areas that are
considered today to be the gold mining
centres of Russia and the other CIS
countries.  The first regular operation was
established at Nerchinsk silver mines in the
Trans-Baikal region, producing not only
silver but also gold from a hardrock deposit.
In the late 18th century, it was joined by gold
mines in the Urals and in the early 19th
century, placer gold deposits in the Urals, the
Yenisei range, the Lena river basin, the Amur
and the Khabarovsk regions.  By the end of
the 19th century, gold mining in these areas
was significant and expanding at a steady
rate.  

At the turn of the 20th century, economic
operations were bolstered by new technology:
flotation and amalgamation followed by
cyanidation and processing plants equipped
with steam engines.  Local small-scale
producers began to transform into commercial
concerns.  However, the Russian Revolution of
1917 and the Russian Civil War prevented
them from progressing for the next decade.  It
was not until the late 1920s and early 1930s
that the new authorities began to pay attention
to a revival of gold mining, primarily by
encouraging redevelopment of alluvial mines
in the former mining centres and by actively
trying to develop the industry in new areas
such as Siberia.  

The economic pressures of World War II
drove significant development of gold mining
in the eastern areas of the country.  During
the war, progress took place in Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, as well as after the
war, in the other republics such as Georgia,
Armenia and Kyrgyzstan.  The late 1950s and
early 1960s are characterised as one of the
first peaks in intensive growth of gold mining

in the USSR: a great number of new hardrock
operations were launched at that time together
with re-equipped alluvial mines.  The second
peak in the Soviet period took place in the late
1970s and 1980s: new mines became
operational all over the country, from Ukraine
and Transcaucasian republics to the Far East
and Chukotka.  

After the collapse of the Soviet Union,
gold mining in many former Soviet republics
declined, as new financing schemes took time
to emerge.  While the local industry lacked
initiative and means, foreign companies that
had heard about plentiful treasures behind the
iron curtain swept in.  Numerous joint
ventures were established with Canadian,
American, South African and Australian
companies throughout the territory – from
Transcaucasia and the middle Asian republics
to Russia itself.  Some of those joint ventures
were only briefly successful; some are still in
business.  Nevertheless, many of these
companies sharply reduced their activities in
the financial crisis of 1998, ceding the
initiative to either local or junior companies.  

Current Situation
The years of 1997-1998 were a low point for
gold production in most ex-Soviet republics.
Russia was no exception, producing about 120
tonnes of gold at that time.  Of this, a little
over 100 tonnes was from primary sources,
the rest was a by-product of copper and nickel
operations and from scrap.  During that
period, about 80% of Russia’s primary gold

Doré bars at GV Gold, the first commercial

hardrock gold mine in Irkutsk, Siberia.

A Russian 250l bucketladder dredge and 6m3

walking dragline, waiting for the season to restart

in -50oC mist at Kolyma.
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output came from placer mines following the
early Soviet structure of gold mining.  

However, at the turn of the 21st century,
the pattern began to change, as the balance
shifted towards lode gold mining.  It is worth
mentioning that this shift concerns an increase
in the percentage of hardrock mining rather
than a reduction of placer gold, as Russia’s
placer potential is still far from depleted.  Its
vast reserves can sustain the current scale of
placer mining for many years to come,
although seasonal weather conditions can
cause short-term fluctuations (see details on
figure 1).

Other former USSR countries did not
possess such favourable geology.  Even in the
Soviet years, the richest placer areas in
Kazakhstan and Tajikistan were small
compared with those in Russia.  

Russian placer mining has always been
characterised by the seasonal nature of placer
gold operations, their location in extremely
remote regions and the relatively small

reserves of individual mines.  Although they
boost overall gold production, they are not
beneficial for the long-term development of
economic gold mines.  Consequently, as far
back as the Soviet period, active and
purposeful efforts have been undertaken to
explore lode deposits, near placer centres if
possible, and to construct large year-round
gold mining operations based on such lode
gold reserves.  During the Soviet period, only
a few projects of this kind were fully
developed.  Nevertheless, the reserves and
resources identified at that time still remain
the base for development of new and existing
mines.  

Many of the Soviet mines are still in
operation today (see figure 2), with varied
success.  For example:
l Aldanzoloto in southern Yakutia (now part
of Polyus Gold) produced 12 tonnes/year of
gold at best during Soviet times (six tonnes
from placers and six tonnes from the
Kuranakh ore field); 

l Sovietsky mine, which originally started
operation at the Sovetskoe deposit and was the
first to mine gold ore at the now famous
Olympiada deposit in the Krasnoyarsk region; 
l Baleizoloto in Transbaikalia, which used to
mine the Taseevskoe lode gold deposit over a
long period;
l Karamken mine (closed in the 1990s) at a
lode gold deposit of the same name in the
Magadan region, which maintained its status as
the largest mine through its entire life in that
extremely abundant gold area;
l A series of other smaller producers not
well known outside the region.

Two well-known mines in the Urals were
radically modernised and developed in the
Soviet period.  Regular economic mining has
continued for over 250 years at Berezovskoe
mine on a lode gold deposit of the same name
in the Sverdlovsk region.  Yuzhuralzoloto
Group began mining ore at the Kochkar gold
deposit in the Chelyabinsk region and, in the

Alluvial gold – still a significant proportion of

Russian annual gold output. Khabarovsk region.

Figure 1: Alluvial and hardrock gold mining in Russia from 1998–2009

Figure 2: Gold mining projects in Russia and the CIS
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late 1990s, began its operation at the
Svetlinskoe deposit.  In the early 1990s, a joint
venture was established with RTZ (now Rio
Tinto), and since then, it has expanded its
assets with a series of projects in the
Krasnoyarsk region, Khakassia and
Transbaikalia.  

The Muruntau mine in Uzbekistan is the
largest gold operation in the former Soviet
Union, producing 50 tonnes of gold per year.
In addition to Muruntau, for almost 20 years,
a joint venture comprised of Navoi Mining
(the Uzbekistan state company holding the
property) and Newmont Mining has been
producing up to 17 tonnes of gold from its
mine dump with heap leaching.  

A further two large-scale joint ventures
were launched in the mid 1990s: Kumtor with
state-owned Kyrgyzaltyn and Cameco (now
Centerra) in Kyrgyzstan; and Kubaka with
Geometal and Cyprus Amax (later replaced by
Kinross Gold) in Russia.  

At the same time, another operation,
currently the largest in Russia (and financially
assisted by the Government), was launched at
the Olympiada deposit by the Polyus mining
co-operative.  It was acquired by Norilsk
Nickel and then restructured into the
independent company Polyus Gold.  Now
Polyus Gold is a major Russian gold mining

company and it is currently acquiring
KazakhGold, one of the key gold miners in
Kazakhstan (known as Kazakhaltyn before
listing on London’s AIM market).  

Between 1994 and 1998, a future reserves
base was developed for several large gold
miners within the former USSR, which is
described below.  Among these miners was the
second-largest gold producer in Russia – Peter
Hambro Mining, established in 1994 under the
name of Pokrovsky Mine when granted a
mining licence for its flagship, the Pokrovsky
deposit in the Amur region.  

Highland Gold originated in 1998 as
Mnogovershinnoe LLC, holding a licence to
mine the Mnogovershinnoe gold deposit
(listed on AIM as MNV).  Another key player
was SVMC, with a mining licence for the
Nezhdaninskoe gold deposit, which was also
founded in 1998, and acquired by Celtic
Resources and subsequently listed on AIM.
However, it later transferred its right to mine
at Nezhdaninskoe to Polyus Gold, and recently
the SeverStal corporation took over Celtic
Resources.  

The list continues with Amikan, holding a
licence for the Veduga project, which was
established in 1997 first as a part of Trans-
Siberian Gold and later, when AngloGold
Ashanti acquired the company, allocated into a

joint venture with Polymetal.  One more
producer is Polymetal itself, which took the
Vorontsovskoe deposit in the Urals under its
control after the financial crisis of 1998, when
Cyprus Amax was forced to abandon it.  Later
Polymetal acquired the giant silver deposit
Dukat and a few more mineral properties in
the far east of Russia.

Finally, the above-mentioned KazakhGold
(ex-Kazakhaltyn) is also included.  Having
accumulated several interesting mineral
projects in northern Kazakhstan and
established Charaltyn in the mid-1990s with
Newmont Mining, it was later bought out by
local businessmen.  It was then turned into a
large company in 2005-2006, with assets in
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, which
were merged with Kazakhmys in 2007.  There
are also many more interesting producers that
cannot be mentioned in this brief review.  

The quantity of gold mined in the top five
CIS countries from 1998 to 2008 is shown in
figure 3.

With the exception of Ukraine, Armenia
and Azerbaijan, all the former USSR republics
have relatively large and modern gold mines.
The gold prices versus average cash costs in
Russian gold mining is shown in figure 4.

Legal Arena
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, all of
the countries that emerged from the Soviet
system have undergone dramatic changes.  At
first, the regulatory environment and general
situation in these countries was very similar,
but as they have developed their precious
metals markets (a ‘sacred cow’ in the Soviet
system), they have became more open to
private business.  Many post-Soviet republics
swiftly managed to organise more or less
effective bullion markets with stable and often
very different legislation.

For example, in Kazakhstan, the licensing
procedure is on a contract basis while, in
Russia, it is governed by administrative law.  In
those countries where mining played an
essential role, the legislation was more
developed.  Therefore, the mining legislation
of such countries as Kazakhstan, Russia,
Kyrgyzstan, and Armenia is more elaborate,
for example, than in Ukraine or Azerbaijan.
But, unfortunately, more detailed does not
mean perfect.  The development of legislation
is directly dependent on its enforcement, and
the current changes of the legislative base in
the CIS countries are mostly geared toward
the protection of state precedence.

For example, oil-based currency inflation
forced the Russian Government to limit the
inflow of investments and, on 29 April 2008, a
new federal law on foreign investment in
strategically significant business entities was
passed.  “Strategic significance” includes
companies dealing with geological exploration
and the mining of mineral resources.  This and
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other current laws will negatively influence
foreign investment in Russia.  Nowadays,
investment opportunities are less attractive all
over the CIS, but only in comparison with the
situation five to 10 years ago.  Post-Soviet
republics are as interested in inward
investment as any other country, but not in
occupation by foreigners.

Conclusion
The Soviet Union traditionally placed a high
value on domestic mineral resources.  It was
largely its focus on military
preparedness that drove the
creation of the world’s largest
mineral resource base.  Today,
this resource base has been
put to work for more
civilian purposes, providing
gold reserves for the
mining industry in all
post-Soviet countries.

Those countries with
the most developed mining
sectors – Russia and
Kazakhstan – have the most
experience.  Elsewhere, gold-
copper deposits in Azerbaijan
have great potential despite the
total absence of gold mining in that
country.  Also, the Ukraine has become
attractive to investors because the market
there appears relatively stable.  The list of top
producers changes frequently due to mergers
and acquisitions.  At this moment, Russia has
more than four hundred producing companies,
of which 20 produce more than 30,000 oz per
annum.  A further 50 companies produce
between 5,000 and 30,000 oz, but the
majority of these are small and only operate
seasonally.  It is quite natural that the sector is
extremely fragmented.

Before the crisis, the creation of junior
companies was highly sophisticated, with
companies buying assets in different territories
at different stages.  This kind of asset portfolio
allowed companies to profit from stock
trading.  The most successful example was the
Canadian company Bema Gold (Kupol
deposit), purchased by Kinross Gold for
US$2.5 billion.  Companies in Russia,
Ukraine, Armenia and Uzbekistan have
operated in a similar way.

Another model is the acquisition of
deposits with reserves: for example, the
Kubaka deposit (Kinross Gold) was sold to
Polymetal in 2007.  Lots of companies use this
model, for example, ENRC and Charaltyn in
Kazakhstan, and GeoProMining in Caucasus
republics.  The third, classical variant is when
the company moves into production stage
after exploration, for example, Peter Hambro
Mining.  It is the most labour-intensive model,
but it ensures certain stability and a greater
guarantee of success at each stage.  

In terms of mergers and acquisitions in the
CIS, real mega-deals such as Barrick and
Placer Dome are still unknown and not likely
to occur soon.  In theory, similar mega-deals
may be expected when large players
temporarily find themselves in a difficult
situation and become takeover objects.
However, the price for such deals seems to be
much less than that of Kinross-Bema.  

NBL gold expects mid-sized players to
follow a similar trend, but that they will
arrange joint ventures with major companies

and establish foreign alliances.  Small
companies, depending on their

appetite for risk, are expected to
merge with or acquire one

another, but also to create
joint ventures with mid-
scale companies, possibly
becoming takeover targets.
Small producers will
frequently be involved in
asset merging, in
conventional merging with

geological exploration
properties and, in particular,

as mentioned above, in
mergers of placer mines and

hardrock exploration companies.
Though there remains great potential

M&A activity in CIS gold projects, it will be
some time before these happen.  CIS countries
have substantial in situ resources and reserves
and, most importantly, large-scale assets with
relatively long mining history and future mine
lives.

Talking about long-term prospects, the
next stage of gold mining consolidation in CIS
countries is likely to take the form of alliances
with foreign companies that are favourable for
both parties – foreign stakeholders will get
access to reserves and local companies will
gain in experience by working with foreign
professionals.  The worldwide mining industry
is currently facing the problem of a shortage
of skilled professionals, including geologists,
mining engineers and, most importantly,
expertise in exploration and development of
deposits.  CIS countries are therefore in a
unique position, as the personnel reserve of
earth science graduates, deriving from the
Soviet period will prove to be an asset for the
global mining industry as a whole.  

Moscow and Astana, although the capitals
of mining in the CIS, have not yet turned into
world centres for the financing of gold
mining, like Johannesburg, London or Toronto.
However, recent trends, as well as professional
and mineral resources, suggest that in several
years this may happen. n
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The LBMA’s third Assaying and

Refining Seminar was held at

Armourers Hall, London from 

23-25 March.  The week was a

busy one for the more technical

and physical aspects of the

LBMA’s work in that there was

also a meeting of the Reference

Materials Project Steering

Committee on 23 March as well as

a meeting of the LBMA Referees

on the afternoon of 25 March.

The LBMA has always recognised the
importance of allowing participants in the
Seminar to network and so, as on previous
occasions, the Seminar was initiated at a
welcome cocktail reception the evening before
the delegates got down to the serious business
of the various technical presentations.  As with
the seminars held in 2005 and 2007,
participation was free of charge for all
Members, Associates and Good Delivery
refiners.  The almost 100 delegates who
attended heard a range of presentations on
analytical methods, reference materials,
casting and weighing.  The focus on casting in
part reflected changes made in the LBMA’s
Good Delivery rules during the past year,
including the phasing out of casting in closed
(or gated) moulds and the concerns expressed
by LBMA vaults about button type defects on
the bottom surfaces of gold and silver bars.
The meeting also included presentations from
LBMA representatives about various aspects of
the Good Delivery system, including an
update on the proactive monitoring scheme.  

The seminar was chaired by the LBMA
Chief Executive.  In his opening remarks, he
highlighted one important ramification of the
recessionary conditions that were currently
gripping the markets.  This was that industrial
demand for precious metals had suffered a
significant decline whereas, by contrast,
investment demand had strengthened.  As a
result, some refiners which traditionally
produced grain for industrial customers were

turning to the production of large bars, which
eventually found their way into the London
vaults (which were, as a result, experiencing
extreme levels of activity).  This in turn
emphasised the need for refiners to be able to
cast good quality bars.  For its part, the LBMA
has been keen to do everything possible to
assist refiners in meeting the high standards
expected of them, including the publication of
a visual guide to Good Delivery bars, which
was the subject of a separate presentation.  

Keynote Speech
The keynote speech for the conference was
presented by Professor Michael Thompson of
Birkbeck College, London University.  Apart
from his academic career, Professor Thompson
has spent much time assisting industry with
various chemical analytical procedures.  One
of his areas of specialisation has been the
proficiency testing of the analyses carried out
in various laboratories and he described how
such systems could be used in the precious
metals business (Figure 1).  He noted that
compared with the existing proactive
monitoring system introduced by the LBMA
in 2004, proficiency testing differed in a
number of ways. 
l It should be carried out at least annually,
comparing the assays or analysis of a group of
laboratories.
l The analysis or assay should be done on a
routine basis rather than attempting to
produce the most accurate possible result.
l The results of all participants should be
shown in the report without identifying each
of them.  In fact it is important that results are
submitted confidentially.
l The aim of proficiency testing is to
demonstrate to participating laboratories
whether they have a high or low bias
compared with their peer
group.  Professor
Thomson also described
the concept of Fitness for
Purpose as it applied to
analytical techniques.

Good Delivery
Developments
A review of recent
developments affecting
the Good Delivery List
was then given by Peter
Smith of JP Morgan
Chase, who has been the
Chairman of the LBMA’s
Physical Committee since

1992.  He stressed the importance of the
Good Delivery rules and their observance by
refiners to the global OTC market for gold
and silver, which was focussed on the loco
London contract.  There was never any
shortage of applicants for Good Delivery
accreditation.  At present, there were three
active applicants and an additional nine
companies who had made serious enquiries
about the possibility of submitting an
application.  He noted the tendency for the
geographical breakdown of the companies on
the List to move eastwards from Europe so
that Japan, China and Russia had become
increasingly important while there were fewer
Good Delivery refiners in Europe and the
Americas than in the past.  Market
developments in the past year highlighted the
importance of the Good Delivery system,
especially recently with the flood of Good
Delivery bars into London and their being
held there on behalf of investors.  This was a
reflection of the increasing preference for
precious metals to be used as collateral in
financial obligations as well as the growing
quantity of metal held on behalf of exchange
traded funds.  

The next presentation was an update on
the LBMA’s Proactive Monitoring system by
Douglas Beadle, who noted that in the first
three-year cycle, several gold refiners and one
silver refiner had had to undergo some form
of retesting or technical training following the
proactive monitoring procedures.  However,
in the second three-year cycle, which was now
halfway through, no companies had
experienced such problems.  This very much
validated the approach, which the LBMA
adopted for ensuring that the highest possible
standards of assaying were being maintained in
the refining industry.  The LBMA was very

LBMA Assaying and Refining Seminar
By Stewart Murray, Chief Executive, LBMA
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grateful to the refiners for the cooperation
which they had shown during the carrying out
of the monitoring procedures and also to the
supervisors and referees whose work was a
vital element in the overall system.  

The LBMA Chief Executive then gave a
presentation on the work of the referees in the
Good Delivery system.  This included a brief
account of the history of the LBMA since its
establishment in 1987 and the early
arrangements for testing applicants for Good
Delivery accreditation.  Then, in 2001, the
LBMA decided to expand its panel of referees
and to transform the application system to a
double blind basis, meaning that neither the
applicant nor the referee involved in testing it
was aware of the identity of the other party.
An important part of the process of expanding
the panel of referees was to ensure that they
had the highest possible standards of assaying
as well as the ability to manufacture high
quality, homogenous, reference samples,
which are used both for testing applicants and
as part of the proactive monitoring
procedures.

Analytical Methods
Analytical procedures were covered by two
papers at the seminar.  The first was given by
Pascal Cassagne of Metalor, who gave a
comparative review of the methods that can be
used for assaying and analysis of Good
Delivery gold alloys (995 fineness and above
for gold and 999 and above for silver).  This
covered both direct and indirect methods and
focussed on issues such as the choice of
corrections and the removal of bias.  The
paper also described the accuracy and
precision obtainable from indirect versus
direct methods and the fineness levels at
which they were respectively applicable.

The second paper in the analytical section
of the programme was from Dr. Michael
Steffen of Aurubis (the former Norddeutsche
Affinerie).  This covered the use of x-ray
fluorescence methods in the production
control of silver from anode slimes to silver
doré.  The paper concentrated on the
requirements of effective calibration needed to
ensure that the method will give reliable
results.  

Reference Materials
The following session was devoted to
reference materials, beginning with a survey
of the available materials by Dirk Hofmans of
Umicore.  This began by differentiating those
reference materials which were certified from
those which were not and described what the
certificate would normally include.  The
organisations that provide certified reference
materials were described.  It was notable that
there was a very limited offering of reference
materials for silver and gold.  The paper also
reviewed a survey of Good Delivery refiners,

which had been carried out in advance of the
seminar to find out their views on how they
would use reference materials (for instance by
dissolution of the materials or by direct use,
e.g. in spark spectrometers).

Neil Harby of the Rand Refinery then
reviewed a joint project carried out by his
company, the Royal Canadian Mint and Teck
Cominco Metals to produce high-purity silver
reference materials.  The project had provided
valuable insights into how such an
intercompany project could be carried out.  It
also described the approach to manufacture,
homogeneity testing and the calculation of the
final concentrations that was used.

Dr. Mike Hinds gave a presentation on the
current LBMA Reference Materials Project,
covering the purpose of these materials, the
timeline of the project commencing in March
2007 at the last LBMA seminar, and the
various stages of implementing the project
(further details are given on page 18).  It was
obvious that the critical point in such a project
lay in successfully accomplishing a rigorous
homogeneity test, which involved both making
the right choices about where to analyse and
also selecting the most appropriate statistical
treatment of the analytical data.  

Dr. Hinds concluded his presentation by
asking the meeting for feedback on whether a
continuation of this work should be
recommended to the LBMA, perhaps by
looking at different alloys, e.g. with impurities
not included in the current project or with the
same impurities but at higher concentrations.
Other possibilities included the development
of reference materials for lower purity gold
and silver, such as doré or carat alloys used in
jewellery, silverware, etc.  

A detailed account of the manufacture and
testing of gold reference materials at Tanaka
KK for the current LBMA project was given
by Ichimitsu Itabashi and Hiroshi Sawai.  The
presentation showed all the stages of initial
master alloy manufacture, ingot melting and
casting, surface shaving, cutting and marking
of the materials as well as the assaying of the
samples taken for homogeneity testing.

Casting and Testing of Good
Delivery Bars
The second day of the seminar began with
Stewart Murray reviewing the contents of the
current version of the Visual Guide to Good
Delivery bars.  He stressed that this was a
work in progress and that, in due course,
further editions would be circulated with
additional content especially for silver bars.  It
was very difficult to depict physical defects on
large bars photographically, but the LBMA felt
that this was a better solution than simply
using words to describe the defects which had
to be avoided.  Neither the LBMA vaults nor
depositors could be happy if bars were being
rejected because of physical defects, and the

purpose of the Guide was to help companies
which refine gold and silver, or which deposit
bars in London, to avoid this.  

David Stokes, who formerly was
responsible for the production of refined gold
and silver at Johnson Matthey’s Royston plant,
gave an overview on how to produce good
quality castings in gold and silver.  Motivation
and involvement of the staff in quality control
were key aspects as were the maintenance of
moulds and the use of appropriate mould
dressings.  

Michele Genel of PAMP then presented a
paper on the use of ultrasonic analysis for the
quality control of large gold bars.  This
demonstrated the equipment which could be
used and the types of defects which could be
detected.  These included layering, gas
bubbles, inclusions and even the possibility of
counterfeit bars.  The method could be applied
quickly and easily and could certainly
contribute to enhancing product quality as
part of the quality control system.  

The final presentation moved on to a
different subject, namely the London approach
to weighing.  It was given by Tony Dean and
Terry Wooster of HSBC.  It covered in detail
the way that beam balances were used in the
London market and how they produced the
London weighing in units of 0.025 troy ounces
for gold and 0.1 troy ounce for silver.  The
presentation included a description of the
system of weighing as part of the vaults’
acceptance of metal and the precautions
necessary to ensure that weight measurements
were always as accurate as possible.  The final
part of the paper reviewed the LBMA’s
current project to find an acceptable
electronic alternative to the use of the beam
balance.  Because of its high accuracy, the
beam balance was difficult to match, but it was
hoped that electronic scales currently being
examined would prove to have a high enough
accuracy and reproducibility for them to be
recommended as an alternative.  There was no
doubt that with the reduced processing time
and the ability of automating the results, the
London market would welcome an electronic
scale which had the necessary accuracy, though
it was likely that the beam balance would
continue to be used as the standard in the
market for some time to come.  

The seminar finished with a panel
discussion, which ranged over all the topics
which had been covered.  Copies of all the
papers presented at the Seminar can be found
on the LBMA website (www.lbma.org.uk) and
a transcript of this discussion will also shortly
be added.  A further seminar will take place in
2011.  Suggestions for topics to be included
should be sent to the LBMA Chief Executive,
stewart.murray@lbma.org.uk. n



The Association’s Annual Party was held at Eight Private

Members’ Club on Thursday 26 February.  Members and

Associates donned masks of all shapes and sizes to enjoy an

evening of drinks and masque games.  From intellectual

challenges to karaoke, the Membership was tested and

ultimately came up on top.  Winners of the masque games

all received prizes and Alan Wallis, Comdaq Metals also won

the title of LBMA poker champion, after competing against

all the night’s winners in a final poker showdown.
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The LBMA recently organised a

seminar on OTC cleared forwards

for its Members and Associates,

which was attended by more than

100 market participants.

Some precious metals traders wondered why
we were all there as, after all, the forward
market has worked on a bilateral basis 
(figure 1) for years with few issues and none
that would warrant a major change such as
clearing.  But nonetheless, they did all attend.
To compare a major change in market
practices and the reasons behind the seminar,
it is worth looking back at previous events in
one particular marketplace that has a similar
structure to precious metals forwards (in that
it also accommodates daily physically settled
trades).

In October 1985, an impending default
was about to paralyse the London Metal
Exchange (LME), the world’s most prominent
arena for base metals trading and pricing.  The
Tin Crisis was unusual in that the defaulting
party was a collective of tin producers and
consumers, the International Tin Council
(ITC).  Backed by sovereign state cash, the
ITC, prior to 1985, was seen as the least likely
of any metal trader to be a potential defaulter.

In the days that preceded clearing on the
LME, the 31 ring dealing members traded
with each other on an OTC basis, building up
risk between each other over a tenor that
could be many years forward.

Unlike today’s precious metals markets,
credit policies barely existed between the
LME members.  As the crisis unfolded, some
members realised that if their biggest creditor
did not pay, they would then default on the
other members of the exchange.  I can
remember one ring member showing a bid
and another completely ignoring it, as he did
not want to increase his risk with the former
– a form of credit management I suppose.
Apart from a breach of exchange rules, this
began to create a disorderly market with
sometimes inverted bid-offer spreads.  A
regulatory system to ensure good credit
management policy also did not exist.

By the standards of the day, the eruption
that followed was massive.  £985 million was

shredded when the ITC
could not pay.  Remarkably,
most of the major members
of the market managed to
carry on after losing this
huge sum.  To solve the
issue, the exchange managed
a “ring-out” of all
outstanding trades between
all members at one fixed
price under a new rule
known as Rule K.  The
outcome would be the
implementation of a clearing
system that elevated the
LME trading volumes to a
level that would have seemed
inconceivable prior to the
existence of a central
counterparty (CCP).

There are other parallels
today where market
practices have had to change,
such as the credit default
swaps market.  Following the
demise of Lehman Brothers,
a ring-out was also held on
its CDS, followed rapidly by regulatory
approval to create a cleared solution for
certain credit default swaps that could cause
systemic risk.

How a Clearing House Works
I will use the London Clearing House (LCH)
as an example as it is, at this time, the only
metals clearing house that clears daily
physically settled contracts.  A clearing house
or central counterparty operates by
registering matched trades transacted between
its members with the intention of reducing
overall default risk in a cleared marketplace.
It replaces bilateral credit risk between
members by becoming the central
counterparty to all trades (figure 2).

For this to operate, the members pay the
clearing house two forms of collateral
payment following a trade:
l The first is the initial margin payment, the
level of which is set by the clearing house
according to market conditions.  This is
basically a performance deposit against the
trade (to cover the cost of closing out the
position in the event of a member default),
which is repaid by the clearing house when the
trade is settled or closed out, and is interest

bearing if covered by cash as collateral.  Here,
a central counterparty can have an advantage
over a collection of market bilateral risks, as
counterparties that trade bilaterally do not
hold 5-10% initial margins with each other.
This extra margin often provides a cushion at
the time of liquidating the positions of a
defaulting party.
l The second payment, variation margin, is
dependent on the marked-to-market amount
of the trade.  The trade is revalued at the close
of business each night.  If it is a loss-making
value, then the member can cover this with an
acceptable form of collateral.  If it is a profit-
making value, this can be used to offset initial
margin charges.  This is measured against the
member’s portfolio has a whole.

Both margins can be covered by acceptable
collateral rather than cash, however, the
clearing house charges an accommodation fee
for this service.

Other futures exchanges realise profits and
losses on the positions each night and post the
amount to the cash ledger.  In this manner,
you can access profit balances straight away,
but you must pay losses straight away rather
than at maturity of the trade.

Cleared Forwards
A View From the Front Line

By David Gornall, Head of Precious Metals, Natixis Commodity Markets Ltd

Figure 1: Current Bilateral Clearing Structure
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Figure 2: Possible Structure with Central Counterparty (CCP)
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Your Virtual Link
into the London
Bullion Market

Eurex Gold Derivatives
based on the London AM Goldfixing 

Extending the range of multi-asset class products on a global scale, Eurex
adds a new dimension to commodities trading: With USD-denominated 
contracts based on the largest gold spot market in the world. For OTC 
traders to capitalize on cyclical trends in a secure environment:

• Clear your OTC business with easy Eurex OTC entry facilities or 
trade in the order book

• Cash-settled futures and options (USD/100 oz)
• Use liquidity guaranteed by Market Makers
• Benefit from straight-through processing 
• Mitigate your counterparty risk by using our central counterparty

There is even more to benefit from: All trading and clearing fees are 
waived until end of June 2009. For further information, please visit 
www.eurexchange.com/commodity or contact Dr. Michael Durica 
(Eurex Product Strategy), e-mail: Michael.Durica@eurexchange.com.

Neither Eurex Frankfurt AG (Eurex), nor its servants nor agents, is responsible for any errors or omissions contained in this publication which is published
for information only and shall not constitute an investment advice. Any information herein is not intended for solicitation purposes but only for the use of
general information. Eurex offers services directly to members of the Eurex market. Those wishing to trade in any products available on the Eurex market 
or to offer and sell any such products to others should consider both their legal and regulatory position in the relevant jurisdiction and the risks associated
with such products before doing so. All references to London Gold Fixing prices are used with the permission of The London Gold Market Fixing Limited,
which for the avoidance of doubt has no involvement with and accepts no responsibility whatsoever for the underlying product to which the Fixing prices
may be referenced.
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The method used to collect cash from the
members is known as a Protected Payment
System or PPS.  This is similar to a direct debit
scheme that allows the clearing house to take
the cash required without having to wait for
the member to make a money transfer.  This
speeds up the whole process and works
particularly well with members that are not in
the London time zone.

The process following a member’s default:
l In the event of a default, the clearing house
closes all positions of the defaulting member.
This can be done by trading out positions in
the market entirely or sufficiently to reduce or
eliminate outright positional exposure, and
then auctioning the entire matched position
with forward cash flows amongst all of the
clearing house members.  
l As the trades would have been marked-to-
market on the day before default, the only risk
of further erosion of the defaulting member’s
equity comes from a negative market move of
his position between the close of business
before default day and the day on which the
positions are liquidated.  
l Should this occur, the clearing house uses
the collateral covering initial margin liabilities
to cover any resulting losses.  
l If the negative price move exceeds the
initial margin deposit, the clearing house will
then use cash from the member’s default fund
or MDF.  Only when this has been exceeded
will the clearing house have to resort to using
its own shareholders’ funds and the default
fund contributions from the other members.

Methodology – How it Could Work
for Precious Metals

It is fair to say that without the guidance of the
LBMA on this subject, the governance for
cleared forwards will rest with the precious
metals market’s main participants.  This is
effectively what happened with the CDS

market.  Meetings between clearing houses
and precious metals traders have been
continuing for some time.  Once the criteria
have been established, for example, agreeing
products (forwards, spot and options), value
dates (daily out to two or five years),
margining and delivery processes, minimum
amounts and initial margins, the clearing
house would provide a platform or an
interface that routes principal-to-
principal trades to be given up to
and or novated by the clearing
house.  Without a trade
capture facility or central
order book (a forward
version of EBS or
something similar),
novation could be done
by clearing house
members directly or by
using the existing
forward trading method,
that is, via brokers.  

Cash Cleared or
Physically Settled?
Cash settlement could pose a problem
when clearing forwards of several hundred
thousand ounces of gold or several million
ounces of silver.  The volume of trades that
could mature on the fixes would create
increased turnover and prolong the fixing
process, notwithstanding the major issue of
fixing charges to be paid.  If trades were
physically settled, the existing clearing
structure of unallocated deliveries could be
maintained.  To achieve this, the clearing house
would simply need to set up clearing accounts
with all of the members of the London
Precious Metals Clearing Company (LPMCL).
The clearing house would then be in a position
to clear all longs and shorts between all of the
clearers.  

Pros and Cons
Clearing House Credit Risk
There are serious considerations for credit
assessment of clearing houses, as volatility
increases with price moves of standard
deviation of three or more and other black
swan events.  However, this would seem to be
a less onerous task for credit officers, who
would only have to monitor a handful of

clearing houses, rather than the multiple
credit risks of all of their

counterparties.
There have been cases of

clearing house defaults.  A
common problem is that
they are slow to react to
extreme price movements
and therefore increase the
levels of initial margin
required to avoid a
meltdown.  In 1987, the

Hong Kong Futures
Guarantee Corporation

collapsed following a four-day
suspension of trading, and the

Kuala Lumpur Commodities
Clearing House went the same way four

years earlier.  The Caisse de Liquidation did in
fact become a liquidation case in 1974,
because it did not increase initial margin rates
during a period that saw sugar prices doubling.
However, major exchanges today have a good
track record of credit and cash monitoring,
plus we have greater regulatory oversight
today than in the 1970s and 1980s.  Anyone
who has doubts in a clearer’s ability to close
out defaulting positions has to look at each
house’s history.  The unwinding and settlement
of Lehman’s commitments at the LCH was
well drilled, quickly enforced and, most
importantly, did not give rise to a loss of MDF
or LCH cash.

Chris Fergus to G4S International Ltd

Chris Fergus is now Managing Director of G4S International Ltd.
Chris has been with G4S for 10 years and has held a number of
positions within G4SI, most recently as Deputy Managing
Director and Regional Director, Americas, leading the company’s
entry into the Diamonds and Jewellery market.

Stephen Pender to INTL Commodities Inc
Stephen Pender joins INTL on 1 June.  Stephen previously
worked at Fortis Bank S.A/N.V., where he covered market
making in both precious and base metal derivatives, and before
that at JP Morgan as a precious metals spot dealer.

Gerry Schubert to INTL Commodities Inc
On 1 May Gerry Schubert will join INTL in London.  Gerry’s
career in precious metals spans 30 years with various houses,
most recently Fortis Bank.

Jeff Shiu to Standard
Bank

Jeff Shiu has joined the
precious metals team at
Standard bank in London
where he will be responsible
for precious metals options
business.  Jeff has joined
Standard Bank from
Citigroup where he was
running the trading desk for precious and base metals. Previously
Jeff was with Dresdner where he ran precious metals options.

There are

serious considerations

for credit assessment of

clearing houses, as volatility

increases with price moves of

standard deviation of three

or more and other black

swan events.

Market Moves



David Gornall
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US Treasury Proposal for OTC

Derivatives

“Clearing All Contracts Through

Designated Central Counterparties

We will force all standardized OTC

derivative contracts to be cleared

through appropriately designed

central counterparties (CCPs) and

encourage greater use of exchange

traded instruments.  These CCPs will

be subject to comprehensive

settlement systems supervision and

oversight, consistent with the

authority outlined above.  

Requiring Non-Standardized

Derivatives to Be Subject to Robust

Standards: We will require that all

non-standardized derivatives

contracts report to trade

repositories and be subject to robust

standards for documentation and

confirmation of trades; netting;

collateral and margin practices; and

close-out practices.  

Making Aggregate Data on Trading

Volumes and Positions Available:

Central counterparties and trade

repositories will be required to make

aggregate data on trading volumes

and positions available to the public

and make individual counterparty

trade and position data available on

a confidential basis to appropriate

federal regulators.”

Costs Clearing Benefits
The price for clearing credit is known in
advance, as the clearing houses set the initial
margin levels to suit the current market
conditions along with the clearing fees.  If the
price of clearing becomes too expensive
relative to the benefits of mitigating credit
risk, the exchanges run the risk of losing
clients, and so they strive to maintain margins
and clearing fees at a level that does not let
this occur.  The cost comparisons between
OTC and exchange-cleared transactions are
easy to make.  Regulatory counterparty risk
requirements based on the FSA’s
Counterparty Risk Requirement can be as
high as 5%.  Even short dates and transactions
between regulated financial institutions bear a
2% charge for some regulated entities, whilst
clearing charges are a fraction of 1%.  Today,
cash consumption of a bank’s balance sheet on
bilateral terms has to be justified more than
ever before.  I cannot think of a reason to
justify or even want to use this amount of
regulatory capital when the alternative is
cheaper, more efficient and risk-reducing.

Potential Benefits for the Precious
Metals Market
With a single CCP, a member would make or
receive one payment and one delivery per day.
This compares well to the multiple transfers
that occur each day between all customers of
the LPMCL and the clearers themselves.
When you are on the end of a transaction that
still has not been settled at the 4pm cut-off
time, you often feel like a house buyer waiting
for the dreaded chain to complete.  The
London 4pm cut-off on a cleared system
would be quicker and easier for the LPMCL
to manage.  Imagine not having to agree
ISDAs (and therefore, credit thresholds),
settlement limit monitoring and collateral
management systems to manage bilateral risk
with your major bullion clearing
counterparties.

Uniform give-up agreements allowing a
customer to use their credit line to trade with
a named third party would also be possible
under a cleared forward.  Although this exists
today in the bullion market, it can only be
achieved with a few prime brokers and has to
be more strictly monitored as they absorb all
of the risk in the absence of a central clearer.

Cross-correlation calculations that allow
initial margin offset between different metals
or asset classes could be achieved.  The most

obvious would be offset margining on the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange gold futures
contract against an opposing CME cleared
OTC forward, saving on cash consumption if
you are running an EFP position.

In London, it may well be possible to
offset interest rate futures with gold forwards,
creating a synthetic cleared lease rate
contract.  Add to this the potential reduction
of margins by offsetting the delta on options
against forwards and you again conserve cash.
Once the clearing house has its correlation co-
efficient for copper and gold, it could in
theory allow offset of a percentage of initial
margin that equates to the correlation.

Driving Factors Towards CCP OTC
Forwards
The two main drivers of OTC precious metal
clearing will be the participants in the
wholesale bullion market and the regulatory
authorities.  Whilst all bullion banks have the
choice to maintain bilateral credit facilities
with one another, the choice not to do so
must be available.  Futures clearing is one
option, but it is limited to New York delivery
and delivery days.  The only real option would
be to adopt a similar model to the LME’s
clearing as it also has a delivery day for each
London working day of the year.  The
shareholders of the major financial institutions
feel the growing cost of maintaining bilateral
credit terms are likely to encourage the use of
cleared OTC forwards if they are available.  

Regulators have discovered that oversight
of individual regulated entities does not always
ensure a stable financial climate.  What would
be preferable, and possibly non-intrusive,
would be to force all OTC derivatives to be
cleared.  We have seen already how the CDS
market plans to become cleared due to
regulatory concerns around systemic risk.
This market, previously unregulated, will now
be monitored and regulated by one single US
regulator, along with all other OTC
derivatives.

On Thursday 26 March, Tim Geithner,
United States Secretary of the Treasury,
proposed several regulatory reforms in
reaction to the current financial crisis.  One of
the proposals was to force all vanilla OTC
derivatives to use a CCP (see box at right).

In the US, at least, it looks like forward
clearing has arrived. n



The origins of the project go back

to the Assaying and Refining

Seminar held in London in March

2007.  There it was agreed that the

LBMA should evaluate the

possible demand for solid samples

reference materials for use in

spectrographic analysis.

After carrying out a survey of all Good
Delivery List refiners, it was clear that there
was sufficient demand to justify such a project,
and a Steering Committee was established
under the Chairmanship of Dr. Mike Hinds of
the Royal Canadian Mint to guide the project
to completion.  During the remainder of
2007, the foundations of the project were laid.
This included establishing the size and
composition of the materials, the companies
who would be involved in manufacturing them
and a larger group of companies which would
be involved in analysing the materials once

they had been manufactured.  Most
importantly, the Steering Committee
also had to set the price of the
materials that would cover the costs
of manufacture based on the advance
orders which were received.  

In early 2008, the Steering
Committee appointed the
manufacturers of the gold and silver
reference materials (Tanaka of Japan
and Krastsvetmet of Russia for gold
and silver respectively).  Inspection
visits to the facilities of the two
manufacturers were carried out by
Dr. Hinds and the LBMA Chief Executive
in March 2008.  Discussions during these
visits allowed the manufacturing parameters to
be agreed.  Soon after this, the two companies
began their exploratory research into the best
way of meeting the considerable challenge of
producing completely homogeneous large
ingots containing approximately 20 impurity
elements within the target ranges in each ingot
(see table).  In passing, it might be remarked
that producing homogeneous ingots in the size
sufficient to meet the projected demand for
reference materials is by no means easy.  This
is especially because a number of the elements
included are quite volatile and, as the melting
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has to be carried out in a vacuum furnace,
these tend to be lost during the process of
melting and equilibration before casting.  In
addition, when a large ingot of metal is cast,
there is a natural tendency for some elements
to segregate during the solidification process.
This can be minimised by rapid cooling in the
mould.  To meet these challenges, each
manufacturer developed its own strategy,
employing the best available technology and
the initial manufacture of master alloys
containing various combinations of the
desired impurities, which could then be
combined together in the final melting stage.  

Rather than repeating in full here how this
was achieved, details of the procedures used
at Tanaka can be found on the LBMA website
(www.lbma.org.uk/events/assay2009) in the
form of the presentation which was made by
members of the Tanaka team at the recent
LBMA Assaying and Refining Seminar.  By the
end of 2008, both the Tanaka ingots had been
produced and rolled to the final thickness and
divided into units corresponding to the final
product size (20x20x6mm, weighing 50
grams each).  A semi-random selection of
these units was then analysed both at the
surface and at depth for each of the 22
impurity elements.  The same units were sent
to the Rand Refinery, which carried out the
same analysis.  These results were then
submitted to the Chairman of the Steering
Committee, who subjected them to a
homogeneity check using an ANOVA
statistical package.  In early February 2009,
Dr. Hinds was able to report that the two
ingots were judged to be completely
homogeneous in respect of all the impurities.
This in effect meant that the gold materials
are usable and that in due course they will be
shipped to those companies which have placed
orders for them.  The penultimate phase of

LBMA Reference Materials Update
By Stewart Murray, Chief Executive, LBMA

Gold Reference Materials
Element Au-RM1 Au-RM2
Ag 20±10 100±50
Al 10±5 30±15
As 12±6 40±20
Bi 30±15 10±5
Ca 10±5 30±15
Cr 10±5 30±15
Cu 10±5 30±15
Fe 10±5 30±15
Mg 30±15 10±5
Mn 10±5 30±15
Ni 10±5 30±15
Pb 10±5 30±15
Pd 10±5 30±15
Pt 10±5 30±15
Rh 10±5 30±15
Sb 30±15 10±5
Se 12±6 40±20
Si 10±5 30±15
Sn 10±5 30±15
Te 40±20 12±6
Ti 10±5 30±15
Zn 10±5 30±15

Silver Reference Materials
Element Ag-RM1 Ag-RM2
Al 5-10 20-40
As 20-40 5-10
Au 5-10 20-40
Bi 10 50
Cd 5-10 20-40
Cr 5-10 20-40
Cu 20 100
Fe 5-10 20-40
Mg 20-40 5-10
Mn 5-10 20-40
Ni 5-10 20-40
Pb 50 10
Pd 5-10 20-40
Pt 5-10 20-40
Rh 5-10 20-40
Sb 5-10 20-40
Se 20-40 5-10
Si 5-10 20-40
Sn 20-40 5-10
Te 5-10 20-40
Zn 20-40 5-10

For gold, there will be a difference of at least 10
ppm between the concentrations in RM1 and RM2.

The master alloys used in manufacturing the gold

reference materials at Tanaka KK.

Target Concentrations (ppm)
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the project is now well advanced in respect of
the gold materials.  The most important aspect
of this has been the production of shavings for
distribution to a total of 10 laboratories
around the world, each of which will
determine the content of the 22 impurities
independently and report these findings to the
Executive.  The Executive will tabulate the
analytical results, with each participating
laboratory being shown only as a code
number, and then circulate these to the
Steering Committee, which will decide
whether any of the results should be excluded
as outliers and thus determine the reference
value for each contained element.  These
reference values will be shown in the
certification for the materials.  

The final phase will consist of invoicing
those companies which have placed orders and
shipping the materials to them.  Invoices for
the manufacturing cost element of the overall
price will be issued shortly to those companies
which placed orders.  Once the certification
stage has been completed, companies will be
informed about the variable element of the
price (this being dependent on the price of
gold when the material is available for
shipment, the weight of each individual sample

and the shipping cost).  Purchasers will be
required to pay for all costs before the
materials are shipped.

Following despatch of the materials to
meet the orders already received, there will be
a small number of materials left, which can be
purchased from the LBMA.  The price of the
reference materials is shown in the box to the
right.

Shavings – For ICP Users
The original purpose of the solid sample
reference materials was for use with machines
such as spark spectrometers.  Companies
which use wet ICP methods of analysis would
have to produce shavings from the materials in
order for them to be used in this equipment.
Responding to requests from such users, the
LBMA and Tanaka have agreed to produce a
certain quantity of the reference materials in
the form of shavings.  The method of shipping
these shavings will be in tamper proof plastic
containers each containing 50 grams of the
materials.  The materials sold in the form of
shavings will be sold at a premium of US$600
per set, reflecting the cost of producing the

shavings.  

The Silver Project 
Progress at Krastsvetmet has gone along
similar lines to that at Tanaka.  However, the
initial ingot produced turned out to be not
totally homogeneous in respect of all impurity
elements.  This is probably due to the fact that
because of silver’s lower density and the need
to produce a greater volume of metal, the
cooling rate during the solidification of the
ingot was insufficient to prevent the
segregation of some impurities.  Krastsvetmet
will therefore recast the ingot using enhanced
cooling to minimise and hopefully avoid
detectable segregation.  A further update on
the progress with the silver materials will be
included in the next edition of the Alchemist. n

Fixed part of price per set
of two blocks

LBMA Good Delivery Refiners,
Members and Associates:  US$3,750

Other purchasers: US$4,500

CONTACT DETAILS 
Rand Refinery Limited

Tel: +27 (0) 11 418-9000 
Fax: +27 (0) 11 388-2792 

Email: gold@gold.co.za
PO Box 565 • Germiston 1400 • Gauteng • South Africa

www.randrefinery.com

Gold...
A fully integrated precious metal management company, Rand Refinery
is the world’s largest single-site refining and smelting complex, with 
a reputation for quality, reliability and integrity built up over eight
decades. Based in Germiston – in Gauteng, South Africa – we are
conveniently placed for access to Johannesburg’s OR Tambo
International Airport.

We are committed to the highest standards in all aspects of our business:

• LBMA accreditation
• LBMA referee status
• Dubai Metals and Commodities Centre accreditation
• OHSAS18001 (health and safety) 
• ISO14001 (environmental)
• ISO9001 (quality)

We offer:
• The latest technology in both refining and smelting
• a knowledgeable team, steeped in the business
• analytical services
• stringent security
• a comprehensive vault, clearing and air 

forwarding service
• fabrication of a range of value-added products
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Gold – A New Lease of Life?
By David Barclay and Christophe Duval-Kieffer, Analysts, Standard Chartered Bank

Last year’s money market

disturbances drove lease rates

higher, in contrast to previous

spikes, which tended to stem from

more idiosyncratic factors.  Lease

rates have since recovered from

last year’s tumult, but are still

relatively high.  We do not believe

in a repeat of the extreme

conditions in September and

October 2008, therefore in our

view a repeat of such high lease

rates is unlikely.

Chart 1 illustrates that whilst the spike in lease
rates appears as a singular event, underlying
money market disturbances had been evident
since the onset of the crisis in August 2007.
We take three distinct periods and examine
the dynamics driving LIBOR, GOFO and OIS
rates in each case.

Lease Rates and Financial Market
Distress
The acute distress in the global financial
system last September and October coincided
with lease rates at levels not seen since 2003,
but there have been plenty of previous
occasions where lease rates have spiked to
even higher levels.  Unlike last year, these
tended to occur for idiosyncratic reasons
within the gold lending market and not due to
broader market stresses; chart 3 illustrates this
by showing that the VIX – a measure of
general financial market volatility – is usually
not correlated with moves higher in lease
rates.  

Instead, central banks withdrawing lending
in preparation for outright sales (Netherlands
and Belgium were active sellers in the mid to
late 1990s), coupled with new hedging
programmes by miners led to the temporary
spikes in lending.  The outsized jump in lease
rates in 1999 was a result of the Washington
Agreement on Gold (WAG) announcement,
which led to fears of diminished liquidity as
central banks communicated their intentions

Chart 1  GOFO, OIS, LIBOR and derived lease rates 
(all 3-month)

Chart 2  LBMA 3m derived lease rates and gold prices

Chart 3  LBMA 3m derived lease rates and gold prices

Chart 4  3m GOFO-OIS spread (bp, LHS) and 
gold prices (USD, RHS) 

Chart 5 3m GOFO-OIS spread (LHS) and EURUSD 
basis swap (bp, RHS)

Chart 6  Near dated COMEX futures minus spot prices
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Chart 4  3m GOFO-OIS spread (bp, LHS) and 
gold prices (USD, RHS) 

Chart 5 3m GOFO-OIS spread (LHS) and EURUSD 
basis swap (bp, RHS)

Chart 6  Near dated COMEX futures minus spot prices

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg
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to sell holdings of gold and limit further
additions of new lending.  

Unlike the equity market, where high
borrowing rates reflect a stock being “in play”,
indicating speculative demand to sell a
security short, high lease rates in the gold
market do not tend to be a reliable guide for
indicating price pressures in either direction,
as chart 2 illustrates.  There seems to be no
statistical linkage between the price of gold
and the lease rate over the long run.

Intersecting LIBOR, OIS and GOFO
Rates: Periods 1 and 2
Since lease rates are a function of LIBOR and
GOFO rates, we examine both of these in
relation to a common benchmark, the
overnight indexed swap (OIS) rate.  The OIS
rate is a fixed versus floating interest rate
swap, with the floating rate indexed to the
overnight rate, which in the case of the US, is
the Fed Funds Effective Rate (FFER).  The
swap rate reflects market expectations about
the average level of overnight rates over a
three-month time period.  

Since the beginning of the crisis, GOFO
rates have been more highly correlated with
LIBOR rates than with any other funding rate.

Changes in the OIS rate are, however,
uncorrelated with GOFO and LIBOR during
this time period.  

Table 1: correlation between the

change in GOFO, OIS, Libor and Repo

3-month rates, 02/11/2007-now

The various rates are marked by
differences in counterparty risk (with the
highest first):
l LIBOR is the rate at which banks can
borrow from one another with no pledging of
collateral and an actual exchange of notional;
counterparties are exposed to the full size of
the transaction.
l The GOFO rate involves an actual
exchange of cash for gold, leaving the
counterparties exposed to the difference in
value of the underlying notionals.  
l The OIS rate is a swap transaction where
the counterparty risk is limited to the change

GOFO OIS LIBOR REPO

GOFO 1.00

OIS 0.07 1.00

LIBOR 0.45 0.09 1.00

REPO 0.05 0.31 0.11 1.00

Source: Bloomberg, BBA
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in the marked-to-market value of the swap and
not the principal transacted.

So the counterparty risk element is much
smaller on an OIS swap than on an unsecured
deposit reflected in LIBOR rates, so when
counterparty risk increases, the spread
between the two tends to widen.  Historically,
LIBOR tends to track the OIS rate very
closely, as seen in the first part of chart 1.

At the onset of the current crisis in early
August 2007 (marked period 1 in chart 1), the
LIBOR-OIS spread moved wider, whereas the
GOFO-OIS spread reacted to a lesser degree,
pushing lease rates from a range of 5-15bps
(basis points) up to 20-30bps.  Then, in
September 2008, LIBOR-OIS blew even
higher (period 2), and although mirroring this
move initially, GOFO-OIS spreads then moved
lower, coinciding with the peak in 3-month
lease rates at 2.93 on 8 October 2008.  This
period of high lease rates was characterised by
the explosive move higher in LIBOR.  

This sharp move higher in the LIBOR-OIS
spread reflected several underlying
parameters, the two most important being the
short-term credit of the borrowing bank and a
pure liquidity risk premium.  The latter
occurred at the start of the current crisis
when banks wanted to keep their cash to meet
potential liquidity back-stop obligations on
some structured investment vehicles (SIVs).
LIBOR became the focus of intense scrutiny
last year and suggestions were abound that
banks were understating their true borrowing
costs in an attempt to cloak their desperation
for funds.  There were even claims that banks

were actively manipulating LIBOR rates in a
concerted fashion.  

While the occurrence of such manipulation
remains to be evidenced,1 it is likely however
that the spread between GOFO and LIBOR
embedded unusual factors, such as the
creditworthiness of LIBOR contributors and
cash hoarding.  A separate empirical analysis,
taking the average of the five-year credit
default swap (CDS) spread of LIBOR-
contributing banks as an explanatory variable
for the LIBOR-OIS spread, suggests that pure
creditworthiness was probably less
instrumental in determining the LIBOR risk
premium than cash hoarding, but that it
accounts for a significant share of the widening
spread nonetheless.  As banks suffered from
deteriorating creditworthiness to varying
degrees, the rate at which they could obtain
US dollar funding would differ, having a
knock-on effect on their respective lease rates.
This is because lease rates are partly a function
of LIBOR, so any spectrum in contributory
LIBOR rates from the BBA’s panel will also be
manifest in lease rates.  

Could the differing compositions between
the panels of GOFO contributors and LIBOR
contributors be a source for varied pressures
upon the respective rates? The GOFO panel
has fewer contributors and has a lower
proportion of US versus non-US banks at 1:2,
whereas the LIBOR panel’s ratio is 1:3 (see
Table 2).  It is worth recalling that GOFO and
LIBOR rates cover different credit spectrums
and, in general, credit spreads on US banks
(Citibank, BoA, JP Morgan Chase, etc.) have

widened more than
credit spreads on
European banks (UBS,
Barclays, HSBC, etc.).  

However, by
contrast, with the
significant explanatory
power of CDS spreads
for the LIBOR-OIS

spread, the linkage between the GOFO-OIS
premium and CDS spreads has limited
statistical significance; it is especially the case
if the price of gold is added as an exogenous
variable for the GOFO-OIS spread.  This
probably reflects gold prices and CDS spreads
exhibiting some common component
indicative of risk aversion.  

Overall, there is no strong evidence that
counterparty risk is a prominent factor
determining GOFO-OIS spreads, in contrast
to the detected impact on LIBOR-OIS
spreads.  Therefore, the rise in credit concerns
was a factor in opening up the gap between
LIBOR and GOFO and to higher lease rates.  

Table 2: Contributing Banks to GOFO

and USD LIBOR

GOFO-OIS Spreads Appear
Directional with Gold Prices

Indeed, factors other than the credit of
contributing banks might have had an impact
on GOFO rates.  As we have underlined,
GOFO rates are the interest rates associated
with the lending/ borrowing of cash against
gold.  In a way, it is similar – although not
exactly – to General Collateral Repurchase
Agreements (GC Repo) where cash is
borrowed against the posting of some
collateral.  Such repos sometimes depend on
the value and demand of the underlying
collateral.  Collateral that is highly in demand
will typically be associated with low interest
rates on the cash leg.  Also, repos offer
protection for the lender as collateral is posted
at a discount (“haircut”); were the cash
borrower to fail, the lender could dispose of
the collateral with a good chance to be in the
money.  

By contrast with repos, however, gold
versus cash swaps do not involve the posting of

Chart 1  GOFO, OIS, LIBOR and derived lease rates 
(all 3-month)

Chart 2  LBMA 3m derived lease rates and gold prices

Chart 3  LBMA 3m derived lease rates and gold prices

Chart 4  3m GOFO-OIS spread (bp, LHS) and 
gold prices (USD, RHS) 

Chart 5 3m GOFO-OIS spread (LHS) and EURUSD 
basis swap (bp, RHS)

Chart 6  Near dated COMEX futures minus spot prices
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Chart 1  GOFO, OIS, LIBOR and derived lease rates 
(all 3-month)

Chart 2  LBMA 3m derived lease rates and gold prices

Chart 3  LBMA 3m derived lease rates and gold prices

Chart 4  3m GOFO-OIS spread (bp, LHS) and 
gold prices (USD, RHS) 

Chart 5 3m GOFO-OIS spread (LHS) and EURUSD 
basis swap (bp, RHS)

Chart 6  Near dated COMEX futures minus spot prices

Source: Bloomberg
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GOFO USD LIBOR
Bank of Nova Scotia-

ScotiaMocatta
Bank of America

Barclays Bank Bank of Tokyo-
Mitsubishi

Deutsche Bank Barclays Bank
HSBC Citibank

Goldman Sachs Credit Suisse
JPMorgan Chase Deutsche Bank

Royal Bank of Canada HSBC
Société Générale JPMorgan Chase

UBS Lloyds TSB

Source: LBMA/BBA

Rabobank
Royal Bank of Canada

Norinchukin Bank
Société Générale

RBS
UBS

WestLB

1 In a LIBOR consultation paper, the BBA found that respondents from a wide cross-

section of the market considered LIBOR “a fundamentally robust and accurate

benchmark”. However, it was noted that “many respondents referred to the poor market

conditions as having an adverse effect on all benchmarks aggravated by the global

shortage of US Dollars.”
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collateral, meaning that the counterparties to
the swap receive full ownership of the
gold/cash during the swap.  Because the swap
is cash against a volume of gold, the price of
gold is not a factor in the swap per se: a
volume of gold is borrowed, the same volume
of gold is returned. 

Yet the lender of gold might not recover its
gold if the counterparty fails, and will incur
the full marked-to-market risk of gold if it has
to use the cash to repurchase its gold – there
is no “haircut”.  As a result, counterparties
entering a gold-for-cash swap will be exposed
to the price of gold and also perhaps to the
volatility – either realised or implied – of gold
prices in the event of a default.  It is therefore
not surprising if gold prices tend to influence
the GOFO-OIS spread, which as we showed,
exhibits some directionality in gold prices.  

This risk has a cost, which should be
associated with a positive basis between
GOFO rates and REPO rates or OIS rates.
Higher gold prices might be associated with
higher GOFO-OIS spreads because: (1) higher
gold prices illustrate some cautious stance on
risky assets and therefore some caution on any
form of unsecured lending; and (2) the
increase in gold prices has been so prompt and

sustained that any counterparty lending gold
to a failing counterparty would have incurred
a substantial cost to buy it back had it been
left with cash.

An important feature of the market for
borrowed gold is the role of the central banks,
which are primary lenders.  Central banks’
gold is lent to intermediaries, which in turn
can lend it on.  Intermediaries receiving gold
deposits from central banks will provide high-
quality collateral in return – so that the
availability of collateral might play a role at the
early stages of gold “sourcing”.  Central banks
lend gold to earn some return on their
holdings, but also enter gold swaps with other
monetary authorities in order to have access to
alternative reserve assets.  GOFO rates might
therefore be affected by cross-border funding
issues.

The Spike in Lease Rates: Period 2
GOFO-OIS spreads were host to some
extreme moves in the second half of 2008, the
first of which occurred following the Lehman
Brothers bankruptcy in mid September.  The
spread reached a high of 140 bps at the end of
September, but then began to ease, whereas
LIBOR-OIS did not peak until 10 October.

The period between these two dates saw lease
rates at their 2008 highs.

The unusually wide GOFO-OIS spread
throughout September and October was
contemporaneous with a sharp rally in gold
prices, although this cannot be seen as the
cause of the wider GOFO-OIS spread.  At that
time, funding markets were highly
dysfunctional, with high LIBOR-OIS spreads
as well, although the pattern of the LIBOR-
OIS spread cannot be exactly matched with
that of the GOFO-OIS spread.  Above all,
cross-border interbank lending froze, inducing
a sequence of responses.

On 24 September, the FOMC established
new swap lines with the Reserve Bank of
Australia and the Sveriges Riksbank for up to
US$10 billion each and with the Danmarks
Nationalbank and the Norges Bank for up to
US$5 billion each.  On 26 September, it
increased existing swap lines with the ECB by
US$10 billion and the Swiss National Bank by
US$3 billion.  On 29 September, it authorised
a US$330 billion expansion of swap lines with
Bank of Canada, Bank of England, Bank of
Japan, Danmarks Nationalbank, ECB, Norges
Bank, Reserve Bank of Australia, Sveriges
Riksbank, and Swiss National Bank.  Swap
lines outstanding then totalled US$620 billion.
On 13 October, it increased existing swap
lines with the foreign central banks again.  

In spite of central banks’ actions, it is fair
to assume that during this three-week period,
dollar funding for non-dollar banks was
difficult to get; basis swaps (LIBOR versus
EURIBOR currency swaps) became
increasingly expensive, and it is likely that, at
that time, using gold to obtain US dollars
became attractive.  As a result, it appeared that
market participants were ready to pay much to
borrow US dollars using gold as the need for
dollar funding was pressing and no other
sources of funding were available.  As this need
diminished, GOFO-OIS began to move lower,
leading to the final leg higher in lease rates as
LIBOR peaked some days later.   

Backwardation: Period 3
Lease rates partly recovered to 160 bps by 7
November, a month or so after the 290 bps
high, only to rise sharply again above 200bps
(period 3) during the second half of the
month, this time driven solely by action in
GOFO, since LIBOR was relatively steady at
this time.  3-month GOFO rates fell as low as
5bps (1-month GOFO rates even turned
negative) and GOFO-OIS spreads reached -
40bps.  During the resultant backwardation,
market participants were paid to borrow
money using gold – which is the opposite of
the usual regime, when creditors are
remunerated.  The extent to which normal
trading parameters were distorted is
illustrated in chart 5 above, which shows the
premium of 1-month and 3-month futures

Chart 1  GOFO, OIS, LIBOR and derived lease rates 
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Chart 2  LBMA 3m derived lease rates and gold prices

Chart 3  LBMA 3m derived lease rates and gold prices

Chart 4  3m GOFO-OIS spread (bp, LHS) and 
gold prices (USD, RHS) 

Chart 5 3m GOFO-OIS spread (LHS) and EURUSD 
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Chart 1  GOFO, OIS, LIBOR and derived lease rates 
(all 3-month)

Chart 2  LBMA 3m derived lease rates and gold prices

Chart 3  LBMA 3m derived lease rates and gold prices

Chart 4  3m GOFO-OIS spread (bp, LHS) and 
gold prices (USD, RHS) 

Chart 5 3m GOFO-OIS spread (LHS) and EURUSD 
basis swap (bp, RHS)

Chart 6  Near dated COMEX futures minus spot prices
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Obituary JACK SPALL

Honour, Integrity, Respect and Liquidity

By Alan Baker

Jack Spall started his career in the City in 1947 at
Wallace Brothers, becoming a soft commodities
broker, primarily in wool, before moving to
Merrill Lynch in 1961.

His introduction to the bullion market came
in 1967 with the termination of sales of silver by
the US Treasury at $1.29 per ounce.  It was then
that he switched from broking in wool to silver,
at the birth of the era of speculative opportunities
in bullion.  This brought him in contact with
London bullion houses by providing the link to arbitrage against the
fledgling silver contract on COMEX, followed by an invitation to join
Sharps Pixley in 1970, where he remained until he retired in 1988.

Jack’s early exposure to silver arbitrage left him well placed to
steer Sharps, taking advantage of opportunities on the Winnipeg
Commodities Exchange when it opened its gold contract in 1972,
Hong Kong when import and trading restrictions were lifted in 1974
and the opening of the COMEX gold contract in 1975.  The move also
introduced him to the institution and camaraderie that is the London
Bullion Market, something for which his natural conviviality was
eminently suited.

As a boss he was “hard but fair!”  Not one to
suffer fools gladly, his “corrective interviews” with
erring dealers who had raised his ire became
legend, although he did, rumour has it, have a
softer underside.  He was also one to let the
dealers have their heads and make their own
mistakes, but not too often!  His greatest obsession
was undoubtedly liquidity: “Never be in a position
where you can’t satisfy your creditors and so put
the firm at risk.”  His approach has perhaps gone
out of vogue, to the detriment of all of us today!

In his career Jack dealt on the basis of honour,
integrity and respect.  Happy to work on the basis
of “my word is my bond” and of a set of rules for
the market that could be contained on one piece of

paper.  The necessity of the introduction of vast tomes of regulations
with the passing of the Financial Services Act in 1986 left him happy
to leave the market when he did, for it was changing more than he
cared for.  He would also not have been one for the electronic trading
of today, for he came from a time when daily personal contact was the
norm and he revelled in it.

Jack leaves his wife Kay, his children Jonathan and Claire and four
grandchildren.  It has been a source of great pride for Jack that
Jonathan followed in his father’s footsteps, helping to keep him in
touch with a part of his life that had become so important to him. n

over spot prices.  The two-month cycle
observed up until September 2008 reflects the
roll between the bi-monthly active contracts,
of which there are six each year, yet this
completely broke down.  

Importantly, GOFO rates were lower than
OIS rates during this period; OIS rates were
already depressed by expectations of future
cuts in the Federal Reserve target rate, yet
GOFO rates were even more depressed.  It
came as a sharp contrast with the positive
spread that had prevailed since the beginning
of the crisis.  The analogy with repos helps to
explain how this change happened; in a repo,
collateral that is highly in demand will
typically be associated with low interest rates
on the cash leg.  

During this period of low GOFO rates, it
appears investors were happy to lend cash at
negative rates in order to benefit from the
safety of holding gold; in other words, gold as
quasi-collateral was so much in demand that
investors were ready to pay to hold it.  Such a
financial oddity – the “safety premium” – also
took place on short-term US bills, which on 4
December 2008 paid negative interest rates.
This rush to safety pressured GOFO lower
and resulted in a mini up-tick in lease rates
once more, although to levels below the
October high.  

Lease Rate Volatility Should Be
Confined to the Past
Financial market convulsions commencing in
August 2007 radically altered the normal
relationships between LIBOR, GOFO and
OIS, which culminating in the epicentre of the
crisis in September and October 2008,
resulted in lease rates spiking to levels not
seen since 2002.  Since then, notwithstanding
the numerous policy-induced waves of
volatility and occasional bout of extreme risk-
aversion, lease rates have trended back lower
and are now at pre-September 2008 levels. 

We believe lease rates will first stay at
these levels and then gradually ease lower
once more:
l Elevated concerns regarding the
creditworthiness of counterparts in the
interbank lending market had varying impacts
on LIBOR and GOFO; we believe a repeat of
these conditions is unlikely in light of the

multitude of policy measures enacted to
enhance liquidity provision.  
l The major catalyst for these interbank
concerns was the Lehman Brothers
bankruptcy and it appears unlikely for now
that the US authorities will allow another
systemically important institution to fail.  
l Negative 1-month GOFO rates and the
resultant backwardation, related to the
similarly odd “safety premium” that befell the
bond markets, is a rare event.  The positive
relationship between GOFO-OIS spreads and
gold prices exhibited since 2001 should buoy
GOFO rates in light of our outlook for higher
gold prices over the longer term.

In the absence of any further large credit
events in the banking sector, we think lease
rates will trend lower as LIBOR slowly
normalises. n
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LBMA News

COMMITTEES

Management 
The Management Committee met
in February and April.  The latter
meeting was notable as the last
one to be attended by Jeremy
Charles, who has announced that
he will step down as LBMA
Chairman and a member of the
Committee at the AGM in June.
Watch out for his account of
three years in the hot seat in the
next edition of the Alchemist.

As usual, the Committee’s
work consists mostly of reviewing
and taking decisions on the
recommendations of the Sub-
Committees.  Noting the
discussions at the Assaying and
Refining Seminar about a possible
proficiency testing scheme for the
Good Delivery refiners, it was
agreed that the Executive should
explore the possibility of setting
up such a scheme.  The idea
would be to allow (but not
require) refiners to test their fire
assaying capability for gold on an
annual basis.  

Based on a recommendation
from the Public Affairs
Committee, it was agreed to
support the athletic efforts of
three bullion market participants
to raise funds for charities (see
page 17 for details).

The Committee reviewed the
possible venues for the 2010
conference and after looking at
various alternatives decided that
the previous decision to hold the
conference in Berlin (at a date to
be announced) should be
maintained.

Physical 
The Physical Committee met in
February and April.  This has been
a busy period for the physical
aspect of the LBMA’s work with
the Assaying and Refining Seminar
in late March (see article on page
11) and the Reference Materials
Project approaching the final
phase (see page 18).  

The project to evaluate a new
technology electronic scale for
the weighing of large gold bars

also continues.  Two versions of
the new scale are now available
for comparative weighing tests in
the vaults of LBMA members and
it is hoped that the promising
indications from an initial
examination of the scales will lead
to them being accepted as
alternatives to the beam balance
in due course.  However
considerable further testing will
be necessary which, given the
high level of activity in the vaults
at present, means that it will be
several months before the next
phase of the project can be
completed.  The Physical
Committee is also responsible for
overseeing the issue of VAT within
the bullion market and it noted
with satisfaction that a recent ad
hoc working group of HM
Revenue and Customs had
decided that unallocated supplies
(i.e. sales of precious metals to
metal account) would be
excluded from the requirement to
declare these on European sales
list reports. 

Public Affairs 
The Public Affairs Committee
met in February and March.  With
just over six months to go to the
Edinburgh conference, the
Committee’s work is now
intensively focused on the
programme as well as the extra-
mural events associated with the
Conference.  Suggestions for
topics and speakers have come
from a new informal panel of
advisors that has been set up for
this purpose but it is not too late
for readers to make their own
suggestions.  Any ideas should be
sent to ruth.crowell@lbma.org.uk.

The Committee is also
working on ways of distributing
the Alchemist more cost effectively
by email.  At present a pdf
version of the Alchemist is sent by
email to those who have
requested this but in future it is
hoped to have a fully electronic
version with links to other
content.

The PAC also decided that the

photo gallery from both the
Annual Party and the 2008
Conference in Kyoto should be
made available to Members,
Associates and those who
attended.  In order to view the
photo galleries, it is necessary to
obtain a link from the Executive
(ruth.crowell@lbma.org.uk). 

Membership 
The Membership Committee met
in February and March.  As well
as reviewing a number of
applications for Membership and
Associateship, the Committee
provided guidance to the
Management Committee on the
best way of treating applications
for Affiliate Membership.  Affiliate
Membership is not a separate
form of Membership as per the
Constitution.  Instead, it is a form
of ordinary Membership which
applies when more than two
companies from the same group
wish to be members.  The
Management Committee has

permitted companies to become
Affiliate members at a reduced
level of annual subscription but
requiring that they waive certain
rights, including most
importantly the right to vote and
also the right to sponsor
applications which are also
sponsored by the related company
which is already a Member.  

Finance 
The Finance Committee met 
in April to review the draft
audited accounts for the year
ended 31 December, 2008.  This
was a challenging year financially
for the LBMA and Richard
England, the Chairman of the
Committee addresses the issues
related to the accounts in the
Editorial on page 26.

By Stewart Murray, Chief Executive, LBMA

LBMA Annual General Meeting - 

5:30pm on 11 June

Ironmongers’ Hall, London

The twenty-first AGM will be held at Ironmongers’
Hall at 5:30pm on 11 June.  The Hall is located in the
Barbican and its entrance is on Aldersgate near the
junction with London Wall.  All Members and
Associates are cordially invited to attend.  This will be
a an ideal opportunity to find out about the
multifarious activities of the LBMA carried out in the
past year as well as to meet other Members during the
drinks reception following the meeting.  

The formal papers for the meeting (including
nomination forms for the Management Committee)
will be circulated on 1 May to the LBMA contact in
each Member and Associate company.  All members of
the Committee stand down at the AGM but may be re-
elected.  This year the agenda will include a motion
proposed by the Management Committee to change
clause 60(g) of the LBMA’s Articles to allow members
of the Committee to serve on it continuously for up to
10 years.  At present, this article states that members
can serve continuously for up to five years unless they
are the Chairman in which case the period can be
extended to seven years. 



The conference by the industry for the industry

There’s a place for all market players at the LBMA Conference - registration opens late July 2009

The LBMA is delighted to announce that the Balmoral Hotel has been selected as the

venue for the tenth annual LBMA Precious Metals Conference.  Situated in the heart of

Edinburgh at 1 Princes Street, the Balmoral (formerly known as the North British) is

one of Britain’s great railway hotels and is a landmark in its own right.  The hotel is

just 25 minutes from the airport and if you arrive by train a Balmoral porter can be on

the platform to welcome you to Edinburgh.

Will investors continue to see gold as a safe haven?  How will jewellery markets be

affected if the high gold prices seen recently are sustained?  How will the slump in the

auto industry affect PGMs? Will producers return to hedging and if so how will central

banks respond?

1–3 November 2009
Balmoral Hotel
Edinburgh, Scotland

A L C H E M I S T   I S S U E  F I F T Y  F O U R

Annual Party
The LBMA’s annual party for staff
at Members and Associates was
held at the Eight Club on 26
February.  In spite of the fact that
the event was not free-of-charge
this year, almost 200 attended,
representing all parts of the
bullion market in London and
including a number of visitors
from overseas.  The theme was a
Venetian Masquerade (which
traditionally heralded the end of
winter and the arrival of spring).
See a selection of the photos
taken on page 13.  A full gallery
of photographs can be viewed (by
Members and Associates only) on
a special website.  Please ask
ruth.crowell@lbma.org.uk for
the link to the gallery.

LBMA Staffing
The Executive is delighted to
announce a new member of staff:
Ms Rionne Preuveneers joined
the Executive team as Public
Relations and Media Assistant on
27 April.  Rionne (pronounced as
in Leon) will be the first point of
contact for those phoning the
Executive and her responsibilities

include the Alchemist, the website,
general membership admin as
well as press contacts.

Assaying and Refining
Seminar
Almost 100 representatives of
Members, Associates and Good
Delivery refiners attended the
third in the series of Assaying
seminars organised by the LBMA
from 23–25 March.  A full report
can be found on page 11 and all
the papers presented are already
on the website; a transcript of the
Q&A sessions will be added to
the website shortly. 

REACH
A further seminar will be held in
London in May to allow
representatives of those Members
which have pre-registered with
the European Chemicals Agency
to meet representatives of the
EPMF Precious Metals
Consortium.  This should help the
Members to decide whether
joining the Consortium would be
the best way of obtaining the data
dossier necessary for final
registration. n

MAY

7
FT Gold Investment Summit

London

T: +44 20 7775 6653

F: +44 20 7775 6413

www.ftglobalevents.com

finance.event@ft.com

JUNE

2-4
World Mining Investment Congress

London

T: +44 207 827 4171

F: +44 207 242 1508

www.terrapinn.com

sarah.pegden@terrapinn.com

11
LBMA Annual General Meeting

London

T: +44 20 7796 3067

F: +44 20 7796 2112

www.lbma.org.uk

mail@lbma.org.uk

13-16
IPMI 33rd Annual Conference

Orlando, Florida

T: +1 850 476 1156

F: +1 850 476 1548

www.ipmi.org

mail@impi.org

DIARY OF EVENTS

The LBMA Precious Metals Conference 2009
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facing
facts
Paul Burton

Managing Director 

GFMS World Gold Ltd

It can hardly have

escaped anyone’s notice

that the past year has

been a turbulent and

difficult time for those

involved in the gold

industry and the mining

industry as a whole.  
Although good gold prices have
sustained producers, the equity
markets have provided little
comfort for shareholders.
Nowhere was this more apparent
than in London.  2008 was a
pretty brutal year for London’s
Alternative Investment Market
(AIM), home of most gold and
other mineral companies.  Ernst
& Young, which tracks its “Mining
Eye” index of the twenty largest
mining companies on AIM, saw it
lose 75% of its value over the
course of the year.  EY also notes
that mining companies on AIM at
year end were worth just a
quarter of their £16 billion value
of six months earlier.  Mining Eye

quarterly notes: “Perhaps most
shocking was the speed and
intensity with which one extreme
gave way to another.  It was just
March when the Mining Eye index
reached an all-time, five-year
high, supported by historically
high metals’ prices, at least in
nominal terms.”

Not only did the market value
of the sector decline, but the

Over the past decade the LBMA’s
income and expenditure have both
grown steadily.  On the income side,
the increase reflects a number of
factors:  Membership has grown
steadily, particularly in the Associate
category; the income from the
conference reflects the success of
the event in attracting large numbers
of delegates each year (2008 having
set a new record for attendance);
and a significant part of the Association’s income is
now related to the Good Delivery List.  The
growth in Good Delivery income is partly because
the Executive took over the main responsibility for
processing applications for Good Delivery
accreditation from the London vaults in 2004 and
partly because of the introduction of proactive
monitoring in the same year.  

On the expenditure side, costs have generally
lagged the rise of income in most years, so that a
modest surplus was carried forward, which
allowed the LBMA to build up a reserve in case of
unexpected financial challenges.  The area where
such a challenge was thought most likely was the
annual conference.  

More recently, it was felt that the reserve had
become, if anything, too large and that it would be
preferable to budget for a breakeven position or a
deficit.  To this end, the LBMA has organised some
of its annual events to be free of charge for
participants (including last year’s annual social
function for Members).

The annual accounts will be presented at the
AGM on 11 June and I hope that as many
Members as possible will be represented in order
to hear about the Association’s activities and to
receive the accounts.  This is especially because it
is already clear that the financial results for 2008
will diverge significantly from the trend of
previous years.  In particular, the LBMA has
experienced a substantial loss on its ordinary
activities in 2008.  This was due to a number of

increases on the cost side, some of which
were foreseen while others were the result
of unexpected developments.  Thus the
budget for 2008 allowed for increases in
rent and rates as a result of the Executive’s
relocation to a somewhat larger office and
it was also expected that the conference in
Kyoto would be significantly more
expensive than the one the previous year
in Mumbai.  Unfortunately, the conference
costs were even higher than the forecast,

primarily due to the fall in value of sterling against
the yen in the latter part of the year when the
conference was held.  

Another unexpected development was the
requirement to undertake a large amount of work
on the subject of REACH including three
Members’ seminars and the employment of a
range of consultants to advise the LBMA and its
Members on the issue.  A further unbudgeted cost
was the result of a decision by the Management
Committee to provide seed capital for the
Reference Materials Project (though this will be
repaid on completion of the Project this year).
Good Delivery costs have also risen because of an
increase in testing fees levied by the LBMA’s
referees and the increase in the cost of reference
samples, which are used in both proactive
monitoring and for the testing of Good Delivery
Applicants.

Given the deterioration of the LBMA’s
financial position, the Finance Committee
recommended a course of action to bring the
accounts back into balance.  This has included both
cutbacks on the expenditure side and increasing
income from Membership subscriptions (the first
increase since 1999) as well as increasing the
maintenance fees for Good Delivery accreditation
(the first increase since 2004).  

I hope that all Members with an interest in the
Association’s finances will come to the AGM on 11
June to hear a more detailed account of our
financial position. n

2008 –
An Important Year for the LBMA
Editorial Comment by Richard England, Chairman, LBMA Finance Committee

l Arthritis Research Campaign - Donna Kehoe of the Bank of England recently ran the London

Marathon in support of Arthritis Research.  Donna is responsible the Bank’s custody operations,

including the bullion vault.  For further information or to contribute, please see Donna’s webpage:

www.charitiestrust.org/members_data/event/donnakehoerunsthemarathonagain/index.html

l Get Kids Going! -  Alan Wallis of Comdaq Metals recently ran the London Marathon in support of

Get Kids Going, a charity that helps disabled children and grown-ups participate in sporting activities.

Alan is also collecting funds for Demelza House, a donations-only run charity supporting a children’s

hospice which is located in his hometown.  For further information or to contribute, please see Alan’s

webpage: www.justgiving.com/alanwallis

l National Association for Colitis and Crohn’s Disease - Ross Norman of TheBullionDesk is

running the Great North Run, in support of the NACC.  Ross will be running this half marathon in

Newcastle in September.  For further information or to contribute, please see Ross’s webpage:

www.justgiving.com/rossnorman1

Charitable Giving – April 2009
The GOFO & SIFO Non-Contributor Fines collected in 2008 have allowed the LBMA to make a number of donations

to charities supported by market participants
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level of listing activity fell off
dramatically.  Ernst & Young
reports that the last mining IPO
was in June 2008 and, in total,
only around £1 billion was raised
on the exchange, less than half
that of the previous year.  The
gold companies were somewhat
insulated from this rapid decline
in commodity demand but
nevertheless were hit by the
general sell-off of equities.

One can sense the industry
mood, if not the market mood, at
the various investor conferences
around the world, of which there
are many in the first few months
of the year.  The overriding
impression from talking to
companies in Vancouver, Cape
Town and Toronto in recent
months is that that deals will
result from these get-togethers,
but these deals will represent
consolidation of the industry,
rather than expansion through
new investment, as cash-rich
companies pick off struggling
one-project companies.

At least the capital markets
have picked up, with some
financings at the producer or near
producer level.  The following list
is not exhaustive but some of the
more significant financings
include: 
l Great Basin Gold raised
C$130 million for its Hollister
and Burnstone development
projects. 
l Lihir Gold completed a
US$325 million institutional
placement.  
l Newmont Mining issued
shares and convertible notes for
total proceeds of US$1.7 billion
(net) to fund the minority stake
in Boddington. 
l Agnico-Eagle completed a
US$290 million private
placement. 
l Kinross raised gross proceeds
of US$415 million through an
underwritten share offering. 

l Newcrest raised A$750
million through an equity
placement to institutions. 
l Alamos Gold raised C$83
million.
l Osisko Mining raised C$403
million through a bought-deal
public offering.

So it looks as though major
development projects will have
the necessary funds to progress,
whether in single-project or
multinational companies, and
some of the majors are increasing
their war chests.  

Operating Costs on the
Decline
Another glimmer of good news
for the industry is that operating
costs are finally being reined in.
Cash costs for Q3 2008 recorded
a massive 31% year-on-year
increase, the highest year-on-year
increase on record.  The average
cash costs of the 70 or so
producers we report on in World

Gold Analyst reached US$474/oz,
a record quarterly high.
However, quite remarkably, cash
costs actually dropped in Q4 to
US$439/oz, a fall of 7% from
Q3.  Although on a year-on-year
basis, average cash costs were
once again up, the rise was half
that of what we have witnessed
over the past few years (see
chart). 

Why is this happening? We
have been hearing from
producers anecdotally over the
past few months that the financial
crisis in the markets has led to
the suspension of many
development activities, with the
result that labour and equipment
is more freely available now and
the collapse of the oil price has
led to lower power charges, so
it’s not that surprising that after
many inflationary years, cash
costs may have peaked.

This improvement is despite

the fact that many of the
polymetallic producers saw their
costs increase significantly as the
offsetting credits from by-
products were severely curtailed
because of the rapid and extreme
decline in base metal prices.  In
some cases, this meant the
disappearance of the negative cash
cost phenomena.

The Majors in 2008
The majors, the most valuable
companies in the gold industry by
market capitalisation, remain the
backbone of gold output.  Barrick
Gold is the largest gold company
in the world, with gold
production of 7.7 Moz in 2008.
Newmont Mining’s gold sales
were 5.2 Moz, putting it in
second place.  Although it is the
second most valuable gold
company, Goldcorp is the
second-smallest gold producer of
the selection, with 2008
production of just 2.3 Moz. 

* Gold sold

** Gold Fields has a June financial year

end.  This figure is taken from quarterly

reports by World Gold Analyst.

The reserve base held by the
companies is another important
measure that indicates whether or
not the majors can sustain such
production rates.  Barrick Gold
holds the largest reserve base,
with almost 139 Moz, more than
63% greater than its two nearest
rivals Newmont and Gold Fields.

In terms of cash costs Barrick,
Newmont and AngloGold are all
bunched round the US$440/oz
mark (within the second quartile
on the 2008 cash cost curve),
with the two outliers Gold Fields

at US$525/oz and Goldcorp at
US$305/oz.  Goldcorp costs are
presented on a by-product basis
after accounting for credits from
by-product copper revenue for
Peak and Alumbrera, and by-
product silver revenue for La
Coipa, Marlin and San Dimas.
On a co-product basis,
Goldcorp’s cash costs are
US$391/oz.

Finally, as I alluded to earlier,
the cash-rich companies are in a
strong position at present, as
there are many cheap projects
around that could be snapped up
in order to grow resources.  The
table below shows how much
cash the major producers were
holding at the end of 2008. n

Given the freedom of expression offered to contributors

and whilst great care has been taken 

to ensure that the information contained in the

Alchemist is accurate, the LBMA can accept no

responsibility for any mistakes, errors or omissions or

for any action taken in reliance thereon.

The Alchemist is published 

quarterly by the LBMA. 

For further information please 

contact Stewart Murray, 

LBMA Chief Executive 

13-14 Basinghall Street

London EC2V 5BQ

Telephone: 020 7796 3067

Fax: 020 7796 2112

Email: alchemist@lbma.org.uk

www.lbma.org.uk

Average Cash Costs for Q4 since 2001 (US$/oz)
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End-2008 Cash Position       

*  Gold Fields has a June �nancial year end.  
 This �gure for calendar 2008 calculated from quarterly reports by World Gold Analyst.
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End 2008 Cash (US$ million)

Barrick Gold 1,440

Newmont 435

AngloGold Ashanti 575

Gold Fields 109

Goldcorp 262

Kinross 491

Paul Burton

paul.burton@gfmsworldgold.com

2008 Cash Cost (US$/oz)

Barrick Gold 443

Newmont 440

AngloGold Ashanti 444

Gold Fields 525**

Goldcorp 305

Kinross 421

2008 Reserves (Moz)

Barrick Gold 138.5

Newmont 85.0

AngloGold Ashanti 74.9

Gold Fields 84.8

Goldcorp 46.3

Kinross 45.6

2008 Gold Production (Moz)

Barrick Gold 7.66

Newmont 5.18*

AngloGold Ashanti 4.98

Gold Fields 3.34**

Goldcorp 2.32

Kinross 1.84
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Innovation

KnowledgePAMP SA Switzerland - Precious Metals Refinery and Fabricator
Produits Artistiques Métaux Précieux, better known as PAMP, one of the world's largest, independently-held precious metals refineries,
provides a comprehensive range of vertically integrated services - from pick up of doré from the mine, through to assaying, refining,

hedging services and worldwide delivery of bars.

The largest selection of bullion bars in the world, from 12.5-kilogram to 1-gram bars, PAMP bars are accepted as 'Good Delivery'
by the Swiss National Bank; the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA); the London Platinum and Palladium Market (LPPM), and the markets
in NewYork (COMEX) and Tokyo (TOCOM). PAMP is also recognized as a deliverable brand of the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) and the

Dubai Gold & Commodities Exchange (DGCX).

An active proponent of quality excellence throughout the industry,
PAMP is further honored as one of only five 'Good Delivery' Referees' of the LBMA.

A wide range of coin blanks in gold, silver, platinum and palladium are supplied to the world's most prestigious mints.
PAMP is also internationally renowned for a variety of sophisticated precious metals products,

such as legal tender coins or medals in color, hologram, bi-metallic, or stone-set variations, or with partial or total gold plating.

PAMP SA
CH-6874 Castel San Pietro, Switzerland

tel.: + 41 91 695 04 50 e-mail: info@pamp.com
fax: + 41 91 695 04 51 web: www.pamp.com

The Art of Precious Metal Transformation™


